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TWENTY HE
DROWN IN

RIVER

V
v
jury in the case against Messick,
MeNamara and Wernz, found in the
possession of arms belonging to the
government,, was secured at the 'noon
hour and it was thought the trial of
these accused parties would occupy
the afternoon and probably all day to
morrow.
.
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A
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CITY OP

KILLED

PARIS

Chicago,

GRAPH STATIONS.
Detective Acquitted.
San Francisco, May 12. After delib
for nineteen hours the jury
erating
EMPLOYES INTEND TO FIOBT
SUCTION
BRAWSJIANY UNDER brought in a verdict of acquital in the
case of Luther J. Brown, head of the
IN
WATER private detective bureau of the United RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS COVEB
OTHERS CHILLED
Railroads. Brown was oil trial for
WALLS OF ENTIRE TOWN
WERE ALMOST IMMEDIATELY
the alleged kidnapping of Fremont
WITH POSTERS.
STRICKEN BY CRAMPS.
Older, managing editor of the Bulletin, against whom a warrant for crimiParis, May 12. Paris today resem
Pittsburg,' May 12.
Twenty men nal libel on Brown fad been' sworn
out
court.
a
in
Los
petty
Angeles
bled
a city in a state of siege.. Durwere drowned last night, when a gas.
work-oline launch, in which thirty
ing the night, troops took possession
of the central post and telegraph
men were passengers, sank and the CHICAGO MIAN DONS
and at daylight squads were
survivors of the accident tell of a harCLUB AND PISTOL
STAR,
-picketed around every branch office
rowing experience.
to. protect the postal employes will
The- men were on their way home
first
May
Chicago,
after their day's work, lengthening ining to work. The streets are patrolto overtime.' Thirty were crowded in police woman is Mfss Josie W. Sulli led tend all exposed telegraph lines
a boat intended for twenty. William van. She is a. special and has all the are
carefully watched. Soldier have
Gotheridge, one of the Survivors, powers, of a regular patrolman. She been stationed in the seVera to. presays he felt the boat sink and the was
given a star, club and. whistle vent the cutting of wires- - Five hun
next moment was in the water. After
and was assigned to the dred military telegraphers and several
struggling for three minutes he was yesterday,
hundred automobiles have been hasrescued by a man In a skiff. The ac- department store district, to catch tily massed, ready for instant sercident took place in the Ohio jiver, shop lifters. The appointment was vice. General Dalstein, the military
four miles Telow Pittsburg,,. near made Vtr Chief Shippy, after a decis governor of .Paris has 50,000 troops
ion, as t0 the legality of the proceedV
i. "
Schoenville.
ready- - forfservice.
' r
All the men in ,tne boatwere em- ing was', received
TBe.wan&roI thitt iity tbisorntng'
sfaii
were covered with posters, announcployes of the Pressed Steel Car com- Counsel Brundage: Brundage''
to'"
there
the
wa'
prevent
nothing
ap ing that the fight would be continued
men
the
When
boat
sank
the
pany.
were drawn down' by the suction' and pointment of a" woman on the police" until., the employes' grievances had
"
force.
been redressed. Beyond the railway
others, chilled In the 'water;.-'.wermail clerks, the number of Idle Is few
stricken by cramps.
Brandenburg tv Face, Charge,
Another survivor eays that he was
At the strikers' .headquarters, secrecy
San Francisco, May 12. Broughton prevails. In the provinces, tactics
water
when a
struggling In the
steamer passed. He called for help, Brandenburg, the magazine writer, ac adopted here are being repeated. At
but heard only the response "You're cused in New York of grand larceny noon today eight strikers were arrest
crazy and the steamer passed on. in connection with the sale of an ar ed while trying to enter the central
' ,'
buteau.
ticle, alleged to have been written-bSearching parties worked all night.
Qrover Cleveland, left- - for the east
this morning, in charge of a detectTEEEE LOSE LIVES
WEIGUTS HAVE SIXTY
ive'. He did not resist extradition'.
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IN TEXAS

r
Three
Denison. Texas, May 12.
injurpersons were killed, twenty-twed and one scalded in a wreck on the
Missouri. Kansas & Texas passenger
train near Bonita. Texas, last night.
The train was running at a high rate
of speed when the engine left the
tracks. Engineer Frasier and two
flagmen were killed. Among the injured are Conductor Littlefield and
Express Messenger Wilder, who says
the wreck occurred where a freight
was wrecked yesterday. Wilder says
the crew had orders to run slow past
the place where the wreck occurred.
o

Labor Troubles Ended..
Winnipeg, May Z, The labor troubles between the 'Canadian Pacific
railway an the Federation of Mechanical unions,, have been amicably settled and both sides start anew, with
'
,
a clean slate. '
.

.

fr'

FINED"

INI).

S. COURT

In United States district court for

San Miguel county, ' the panel of the
petit Jury was completed as follows:
A. C. Erb Melecio Lucero)
Victor
Gonzales, D. H." Grant, Concepcion Do-- '
mlnguez, Pablo Ortiz, Clemente
Dionlclo Ulibarrl, Juan B.
Apolonlo Sandoval, John Ludl,
Jr., Severiano Baca, Samuel Reins, S.
Tapia, Juan Pedro Garcia, Pantaleon
Montano, Petrolino Armijo, Atanarl'-Lovato- ,
II. C. Smith. Thomas Tipton.
Jesus Trujllio, Matfas Mestas. Lino
x
Sanchez, Ramon Paca.
This morning in the case of thr
Xnlted States against the Santa F
Railway company, the defendant company, through its' attorney, pleaded
guilty on two counts for violations of
the safety appliance act and was fin- Gal-lego-

--

-

-

'

FARMERS' UNION HOLDS
AN

FMCIilNES UNDER WAY

More Hanged.
May 12. The capi- -

r

Constantinople,
tol saw another batch of executions
mutineers
yesterday when twenty-fou- r
of the army and navy, were'hanged
in public in the city limits. This
execumakes a total of thirty-eigh- t
tions since April 13.

IMPORTANT SESSION

Springfield, Mo., May 12. The first
step toward obtaining closer relations
between the grain growers and cattle
raisers of the west and southwest,
was taken today at a jr ass meeting
of the National Farmers': Union which
The
has a membership of 3,000,000.
session ' was executive. Charles S.
Barrett of Union City La., president
of tbe'unionj gave an. outline of "the
work before calling the meeting to
,
order.
"No consolidation of farmers is in
the trust, but pn amalgamation. J or
he said; - ''We have, an
warehouses
can regulate Jttie
that
organization
price of cotton, and were deriving as
much benefit from the cotton market
as the manipulators. Our ultimate aim
is "to control every warehouse in the
south. We have reached the height
of our usefulness tn the south and are
turning to the assistance of the middle west and the northern farmer
with our support"
,

,'''.'

Alt

SANTA FE COMPANY

s' '

Twenty-Fou-

'..'

Dies of .Brights Disease.
Charles Holtzman- - died this morr.
ing at 6:30 after a residence of only
eight days in this city. He was afflicted with Bright's disease and was
traveling on account of his health.
He was twenty-thre- e
years of age and
a resident of Meridosia, Illinois!. Pending the receipt of word the remains
are being held 'at J. C. Johnsen
Son's establishment.

Nw

The minimum
price of the Wright aeroplane has
been fixed at seven thousand,' five
hundred dollars. But for a high power machine for war purposes carrying
two passengers, the desired price may
thousand dollars.
reach twenty-fiv- e
The schedule of prices was announced
by Orville Wright who said he and
his brother Wilbur have sixty odd
machines under construction at the
Dayton, Ohio, plant. He declared that
the stories of their receiving fabulous
sums abroad is not true.
York, May 12.

r

Epidemic of Measles.
Chicago, May 12. Chicago la- in
,

-

the

grip of an epidemic of measles, 'In
the last nine days a total of C51
Cases had been reported to the health
department. . The average is .73 a
day,', while in normal times not more
than(20 are reported daily.
AMERICAN COMMISSIONERS:

V RECEIVE EOYAL

WELCOME

Optlo

AFTERNOON EDITION
of the Las Vegas grant to complet j
the great irrigation system' within one
.
.,
,
,
year.
Mr.' Camfield is satisfied that he will
take ughe proposition as he haa been
over the ground thoroughly himself
and has studied) the reports of the
government engineers.

,

.
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WANTS DUTY
TAKEN OFF

'

Young Corbett Gets Decision.
Baltimore, May 12. la the last sec
onds of the final round of a
Athletic
fight, before the Eureka
of - Denver,
club, Young Corbett
knocked down Harry Scroogs of this
city, but the latter wat saved by the
PREMATURE EXPLOSION' OF DY bell, and Corbett was forced to conNAMITE TAKES, MANY
tent himself with the decision. ' .
l','' , j,'
LIVES, r
Scroogs made ' a good showing at
e
f'.ghtine, . during ,. several
rounds,' but fared badly at close quarTHE DEAD ters and appeared to make little efIMAGER
fort to ieep Corbett away. While the
latter showed scarcely a mark at the
THIRTY "MEN WERE WORKING
finish, the right Bide of Scroggs' face
NEAR DRTLLS WHEN ACCI- was in bad shape.
DENT OCCURRED.
In the third round Scroggs had the
best of the argument and- Corbett's
handlers were only restrained by the
THOUSAND FOUNDS GO OFF
police from jumping into the ring.

wist;

QUARRY

SENATOR
V

PAYNTER

CAN ABOLISH

BELIEVES HE

CAUSE OF TO- -

BACCO TROUBLES.

long-rang-

iH

SAYS TARIFF HURTS GROWERS

-

'

,

-

C0MMENT8 ON

CULBERSON
CISIONS

DE

of court Against

TOBACCO CORPORATION.

-

FULL EXTENT OF DAMAGE FROM
CATASTROPHE

HAS

BEEN LEARNED.
Albany, N. Y ., May 12.

NOT

GENERAL

' John Orth Again
Missing.
FROM RECENT SPEECH DOES NOT
;
Painesville, Ohio, May 12.
'John
BELIEVtrHE NTENDS TO El
Salvator, "the - missing John Orth,"
LAW.
FORCE
wsi still missing today. Before leav
last
was
ing
night he said he
annoyed
by publicity and would leave." He
Washington, May 12. Declaring to
started towards Cleveland.
tobaco growers that they fire unlucky
to believe, themselves in the grasp of
FARE MINE PROMOTERS
of "conscienceless monopoly" Sena
tor Taynter today asked for the pas
N TRIAL FOR FRAUD
sage of ah amendment : permitting
growers to sell hand twist without a
Kansas City, May, 12. When trial duty of six cents per pound. The
of the Horn brothers, Raymond P. senator believed the removal of duty
Hay and S. H. Snider, charged wit would abolish the cauae of the tobacusing the wails to. defraud in promot- co troubles.
ing the "Two Queens" group of mines . At the conclusion of Paynter's' ad
in Arizona, was resumed in the fed- dress. Senator Culberson
took the
eral court today, John J. McKelvey, floor fori comment on the recent court
of Pawtucket, R. I., told of invest decisions against the' tobacco corporation, Instituted by the department of
ing In stock, 'after receiving the
justice. He said four circuit judges
One circul- of the United Statea had
company's advertising.,
expressed.
ar stated that thousands ' of tons of the opinion that this, trust "was a '
ore waited, to , be taken out and that monopoly and existed ia, violation of
it. was not surprising jtbat with th3 the. laws Of the United' States.
"f
wonderful improvement the company do not know what may' be tire' purpose
was declaring dividends of ten cents of the" present attorney general" la
per share. The circular wis signed respect to this suit," said the.senotor.
Frank H. Horn" and "the sismitu ('t but he has made a speech recently,
was denied.
in which great doubt is thrown upon
the course he proposes to take' .wKh, '
reference to. the enforcement of': the1
IMMENSE FITOAL F8H
anti-trus- t
law. I want to call atten
CHEAT OPERA DIRECTORS tion to the fact that' the attorney general of the United States in the case
brought by his department, which is
New Yjbrk, May 12. The body of now
pending before 7the;v' supreme
Henrich Conried, former director of court 'of the United States criticizes
the Metropolitan Opera company, who the opinion of the" court below, in
died in Moran. Australia, iu April 31, favor of the government and against
and suggests, if I know the
home ,yestord.iy on the monopoly
meaning of the English' language, that
steamer Cron Prinze'zen Cece'".;. Ten if the
opinion of the lower court-ithousand tickets have been issued for the proper construction of the law
the funeral services, to be held ac that the administration proposes to
the Metropolitan opera ho-iamend the law."
tomorAV the request of Culberson
row morning. Famous opera
the
stars
and musicians are to take part in the speech of Attorney General Wicker- services for the forme" director ' cf sham, delivered in New' York on
tie Metropolitan Opera .company . April 30 wag ordered printed in the
,
Congressional Record.
ANTI-TRUS-
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It is

V
be-
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.
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ATTORNEY

,

men were killlieved that twenty-fiv- e
ed this afternoon in a premature explosion of dynamite in a stone quarry
about ten miles from Albany. Among
,...
;
the dead are:
J. H, CALLAHAN, manager of the
..
..
quarry.

; CHARLES

DOUBTS

-

CALLAHAN,

his

'
brother.
..Thirty men were working near the
drills when, the explosion occurred
of
and it is reported that twenty-fiv- e
these were killed.' Another gang of
twenty men were working furtKer
down ! the quarry and it is reported
that, some of these were also killed,
but the report has not been verified.
About 3,O0H lbs of dynamite exploded.
New,
A new stamo will be Issued by the
postoffice department on June
commemorate the development of the
territory. The
Alaska; Yukon-Pacifi- c;
following is a description: This stamp
de
will be yret" rectariguiar, of'
nomination only. In the center " the
larger part of a' circle rests on the
lower panel and 'incloses a (ribbon
bearing the words
1909, and in the centef Of the
circle appears a portrait of William
as secretary of state,
H. Seward.-whconducted the negotiations fot th purchase of Alaska from Ru3sla. The
name "William H. Seward" appears
under the portrait. On either side is
an eclipse containing the Arabic numeral 2, with laurel branches as a
'
background.
Stamp-June-"1'-

l'o

.

-

,

;

was-brou-

s

' Preparing for Guests.
Barney Warner and Mrs. Warner
send messages from Harvey's which
popular resort they will operate thi3
season, that they ' are as busy as a
whole swarm of bees getting the place
ready for their opening
Pleased With Land.
the 15th. Five guests are there al
set
for
in
date
advance
the
of
Dr.
Jno. W. Grimes. 'of Talladega
ready
the beginning of business. ;
several
Springs, Ala., is spending
days in Las Vegaa. He has been InDropped Money Playing Pitch.
specting the government, land east of
John Hendrickson, a farmer re- this city beyond the grant and he is
siding in the vicinity of Watrous, greatly pleased .with
, He expects
haa brought suit in the. district court to. return to his home and bring back
a colony of Alabamans to locate here.
against Bart, Rhodes, to recover
amount, it is claimed, was He is taken with the climate and the
lost at pitch in his saloon, the latter agricultural possibilities of San Miguel
:
part of April. .
county, and says that he does not
know of a more Ideal locality to make
his
home, .."
ENGINEERS WILL BE
,

day-Satur-

HERENEXT KONDAY
Albert W. Thompson, of Fort Collins, Col., representing D. A. Camflled,
president of the Empire Construction
company of Colorado, expects to haVo
a corps of engineers on the grouul
at. Las Vegaa so that work may begin
on the surveys on the Sanguijuela ir
rigation proposition next Monday,
May 17th. He announces that the
work will be pushed forward to complete such survey with all possible
energy.
The construction company has sixty days to survey the site with its engineers to determine whether the plan
is a profitable and feasible one and
if it is decided to accept the proposi
tion a written contract must be en
tered into with the board of trustees

'

GENERAL

HAINS WILL

FIGHT TO LAST DITCH

Flushing, N. Y. May 12. A confer
ence was held here today between
Attorney Mclntyre and the prUuwr'
father General P. C. Hains, and Maj
or Halns the captain's brother,, to do
termine steps for further defense.
' -V
'"
General Hains said:
'I have been a fighter all my life
and will not be discouraged now. The
campaign Isn't ended and I'll fight to
Married at Parsonage.
the last ditch to clear the name of
J. H. Callahan and Miss Nellie
Hains and free my son. I am con
of Raton, were married by Rev. fident he will be acquitted."
H. Van Valkenburgh, the Methodist
pastor here, yesterday morning. The
Cruz Hays, a brother of Domingo
bride is. the second daughter of Mr.
Hays, Is eaid to have committel suiand Mrs.- Marion LI4trell of Raton, cide
by the poison route at Apache
and has resided In Colfax county all
No partiSprings ranch yesterday!
her life. She is a sister of Mrs. Chas culars are at hand. He was aged
H. StevenBon of thi city,
about 42 years and is survived by :
family.
Will Arrest Trespassers.
'., Child Travels Alone.
Jim Leonard is :in the city today
Little Mildred Evans, aged six
from Trout Springs. He says that he
is making preparations to wage re- years, and her doll took passage on
lentless warfare on fishermen thi9 No. 1 by way of Santa Fe for Alamosa,
yeari and that anyone who tries to Colo., all alone by themselves and
take trout within the boundaries of happy enough to be together on tha
his land will be arrested and prosecu- trip. She ia the" daughter of Col.
ted. 'He was overrun by fishermen Jack Warren, of Mora, and goes
'
her mother in the Colorado cit;'.
last yer.

it

Lit-tre- ll

Monrovia, Liberia, Saturday. May S.
(via Sierra Leona, May 12) Monrovia went wild over the arrival of the
American commissioners Roland PoBt
Falkener of Philadelphia, 'Emmet !J.
Scott and Dr. George Sale, who disruiset
embarked from the scout
Chester at daylight today. ' Before salutes had been exchanged, the locaj
announced the
military authorities
comitig of the commission by a long
roll of a drum and the people hastened to see the American flag in the
harbor. Saturday all the stores were
for the celebration. The com- imifsion will begirt work Monday. The
will convene in special
jlesir-latur8PS9ion to aid the Americans in their
'
' '
labors.

One In The

And Be Sure.

9

IlI&ILi TWENTY-FIV- E

LY CARRY.

IN WRECK

MAY

the court for each viola

by

Dancing Brings Death to Girl.
v
May, 12. Mary" Prone,
twenty years old, danced herself to
death in a public dance hall yesterday
evening, according to the verdict of a CAPITAL OF FRENCH
REPUBLIC
GASOLINE LAUNCH SINKS
NEAR
coroner's jury. The girl possessed. a
TOWN
IN
STATE
RESEMBLES
PITTSBURG WITH THIRTY
frail constitution but waltzing was a
SIEGE.
told
was
for
her.
mania
She
PA8SENGERS.
,OF
by her
parents not to exert herself, but the
music started, she forgot the warning
SMALL CRAFT OVERCROWDED end danced continuously until, the THOROUGHFARES PATF.GLLED,
last dance of the evening.
Then' she was carried out of the TROOPS TAKE POSSESSION OF
THIRD MORE MEN IN BOAT THAN
ball and died at a hospital.
CENTRAL POST AND TELESMALL VESSEL COULD SAFE-

v.

WEDNESDAY,

u

u

Sa6V

fry

-

t
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No Man is Stronger
nan nis uiumauj m r
i
A

You

SANTA EE OPENED SOON

vj ;

.
XT
II
u
.
Strong roan is strong an over. , 11
stomach with its
from
weak
trontf who is suffering
disease
other
some
or
from
consequent indigestion,
oi the stomach and its associated organs,thewhioh
stomach
digestion and nutrition. For whenthe
nutrition
loss of
it weak or diseased thereis is source
of all Physical
the
contained in food, which
feel just right.
strength. When a man " doesn't
he
well, has an uncomiunau
Sung in th?.tom.ch rfter eating, is languid, nervous, .rntable end despot-cahe is losing the nutrition needed to make .strength
e
Golden mhMmat
Sac m man should use Dr. Pleree-.

Accompanying a

ti

When warm days and
the kitchen fire make
aburden then
cooking
.
.
.
.1
xt
y
is tne time to try a iew
ra
11 Perfection Wick; Blue
af
e.
.
m Flame Oil Cook-StovMarvelous how this
stove dxes away witn
kitchen discomforts how
cool it keeps the room in
is Tgjjp) comparison with conditions when the coal fire was

ii11 .mm
mm

him

Miss Maud Madden of Oakland,
Cal., niece of Governor Curry of New
Mexico. , Miss Madden will soon re-

Won't Slight a Good Friend, t
"lf.evervI need a cough raedichw
declares
again I know what to get,"
.
or
aeais,
Mrs. A. L. Alley
after using ten botues 01
excel- New Discovery, and seeing its
own famUy and
in
my
results
lent
others I am convinced n
medicine made ror coug".
lung trouble."
it feels just tnat way,, tvc.i
at once and its quick cure surprises
von For uroncnuia, jmuiiu- -,
"''i1
croup,- orrhage,
its m- Throat, pain in chest or lungs
ana
preme. 50c
free. Guaranteed Dy an uu66.o.

Vill Need an Oil Stove

por

trait of a handsome young woman.
the following appeared in the Denver
Post of Tuesday evening:

im-pai- rs

MAY 12, 1909

WEDNESDAY,

.

i

!
--

y

v.

W.W.

I

V

1

t,

move to Santa Fe. where she will be
come' the "first lady of New Mexico,"
by virtue of her taking 'charge of the
It care diseases of themtomach and other
new executive mansion building at
"rtmns of digestion and nutrition, it nr'"hes the blood.
JMmorm.
liver, strenithens the
that place for Governor Curry's pit
Invigorates the mo
TO
GIVES HEALTH 21XD
the nerve: and
vate residence
' THE WHOLE BODY.
for this
Santa Fe, N. M., May 11. Probably
substitute
as
nostrum
tenet
to accept
dcoSolio med!cTnea of now composition, not even though the urgent dealer
finest residence ever constructed
the
on wrapper.
: mty
in New Mexico is, the governor's new
thereby make a little bigger pro6t. Ingredient, printed
mansion, which will be formally open
ed with a brilliant housewarming on
ed
brick,
May 25. It is of
trimmed in white stone, and is of the
The
colonial style of architecture.
mansion adjoins the capitol grounds
on the north and faces the south
The plans for the mansion were
drawn by the firm of I. H. and W.
'
Alaska-Yuko- n
pany for the past thirty years. And M. Rapp, architects, of Trinidad,
People visiting the
or expecting Colo., and Las Vegas, N. M., and was
Pacific exposition this year will have yet he is neither asking
built under the personal supervision
on- a pension.
not
to
visit
unusual opportunities
For the most part
G. E. Rex, a Mg tie and timber of w, M. Rapp.
ex- of
the
the
headquarters
ly Seattle,
was employed in Its
labor
was
convict
of
traveling
contractor
Chicago,
Of
the
cities
olnn
other
:.ir K.,f
construction, all of the rough work
Belen last evening.
.coast. Very; low rates have been on a pass to
and a good part or the skilled labor
blacksmith
B.
fotran
O.
Bowers,
made by the railroads for the expoClovis shops, Ia expecting his being performed by prisoners in the
at
route
the
direct
California
via
sition trip
'
territorial penitentiary. The residence
the family from AmarlUo, this week.
points, either on the going or on
and
ticket lis two stories with-- a large basement,
a
passenger
J
Summers,'
stopunrestricted
with
return trip,
I
agent for the Mexican Central, went and, contains fifteen rooms in all. The
over privileges.
last evening, mansion cost ?25,000, exclusive of Its
This arrangement is particularly for south through Las Vegas
of the furnishings, on which 110,000 was
S.
E.
Busser,
Snrwrintptident
the benefit of the many going to the
visit- - spent.
a
was
rooms
Santa'
Fe
reading
include
to
exposition who' will desire
in
hotel
AlbuquerEvery room is ?lnlshed in a
In their itineraries visits to other Pa- or at the Alvarado
t
ent
color, the wallpaper and furnish- cific coast cities; for those making
isBtaThe
v.
now
Ings being made to harmonize.
f!nrtwrieht. who
the trip for the first time, it will be t.
woodare
and
the
hardwood
floors
watch
as
a
La
Junta
special
tioned
at
the opportunity for fulfillment of a
Santa Fe, is in Las Veg- - work redwood. Each bedroom has an
long cherished intention to see with dog for the
individual lavatory and bath; neither
their own eyes the land they have as today, courting.
- money nor
marwas
who
pains were spared in Its
H.
Callahan,
Joseph
read so much about a the region
Nellie construction.
to
Miss
here
ried.
most
yesterday
her
bestowed
has
where nature
Littrell of Raton, is a brakeman run- - Governor Curry Is a widower, and
lavish gifts.
hence the first lady of the territory
From points in Arizona and New nine out of that city.
"
Ashcroft
Trainmaster
passed will be ms cousin, Miss. Mauae Maa
Mexico tickets will be 'sold May 25 to
den. a society belle of Oakland, Cal,
to
Newton,
on
his
Clovis
way
limit
three
through
September 30 inclusive
on account who recently arrived in the capital
called
was
he
where
later
not
Kas.,
sale
but
date,
from
to make it her home during Govera
of the death, of his mother-in-law- .
than October 31.
on
nor
a
Curry's term of office.
B.
surgeon
C.
Dr.
both
Cunningham,
Las
Vegas,
The fare from
went south
Coast
Fe
lines,
Santa
the
Tickets
is
$55.
via
California,
ways
will not require validation and will on No, 7 last evening from a trip to CHURCH DEDICATION
he good for stop-ove- r
privileges with Chicago and other places of lesser
in limit at any intermediate point on note.
IN ALBUQUERQUE, N. HI.
'
Mrs. W. J. Irwin and family left
going or return trip.
Raton for Clovis, where they will
The church of the Immaculate Con
BRIEFLY TOLD
join Mr. Irwin, night roundhcune
f.hn
ception was dedicated at Albuquerque
Ira Thorn has been appointed night frtrom n n nf thp Santa Pp
on Sunday by Bishop J. B. Pitaval of
place.
yardm aster at Clovis.
e. Jarge crowds were pre
.Engine 9S7, wnicn piece or intricate sama
P. R. Buffbam will assume his di
out-o-r
sent
the ceremonies including a
and
service
for
had
been
Fe
Santa
for
the
machinery
ties as ice inspector
some weeks, has been assigned to the procession through the streets in the
;
at Clovis soon.
IJ, E-- Roy, a railroad contractor, second district, in charge of Engineer vicinity of tbe church, as a public
was a south bound passenger for the Christal.
protestation of faith, were most im- Duke city last evening. Engineer Emery Bailey will visit presslve.
Remodeled at a cost of $16,000, the
MorreHLaw, of the Santa Fe Cen- points in Kansas and then take an
tral, was ticketed to Albuquerque from extended trip to California, before church has a seating capacity in exfor a cess of 1,000 persons, and was planned
again following throttle-jerkinChicago on No. 9 last evening.
with the idea that It will meet all
Engineer Barney Archibald, of this livelihood.
The Santa Fe is conducting a se- - needs of the congregation for "years
city, has been continuously in the
employ of the) Santa Fe Railway com- - ries of tests with engine 917, fitted to come.
with the Jacob-Shupfirebox, on , 1 he first Immaculate
Conception
the Arizona division, between Wins-lo- church was begun in 1883 and finished
that year under the supervision of
and Williams.
CURE
J. A. Satoria,. general foreman of Rev. Fede, S. J., who said the first
the shops at Clovis, has accepted a mass In the church on Sunday, July
position with the Denver & Rio 7, 1883. The stone for the church was
OF
Grande at Salida, Colo. His resigna- hauled; from Flagstaff, the Atlantic &
Pacific railroad donating the freight.
tion takes place at once.
.
Conductor C. BV Raney and crew,
bince that time the parish has
who had been keeping out of the way grown to such an extent
Intense Itching Eczema Drove Him
that
of regular trains on the work train. larger church was declared ' impera
Nearly to Despair rChief Surgeon
of a London Hospital Called It have returned, to road duty on the tive two years ago and plans were
main line out of this city.
made to remodel and enlarge the old
Worst Case He Had Ever Seen
E. A; Davis, the local Pullman sup- church. The members of the congre'
Got Little or No Relief Until
erintendent at Albuquerque," arrived gation contributed liberally and the
here last evening on No. 7 from Rat- work, of remodeling went forwarfl
on, accompanied by Mrs. Davis, re without' a halt.
CUTICURA STOPPED HIS
suming the trip down the road this
UNBEARABLE TORTURE
afternoon.
If you want to feel well, look well
Train Baggageman Chapman had a and be well, take Foley's Kidney Rem"About four years ago, in London, I wild cat that was really and truly edy. It tones up the kidneys and
r&s troubled by a severe itching and
ary, scurty sum wild for a traveling companion, on No. bladder, purifies the blood and reon my ankles and . 2, Monday afternoon. The ferocious stores health and strength. Pleasant
feet. The same,
from Kingman, to take and contains no harmful
in a few days, beast was billed
was the case with Ariz., to Kansas City, where it was drugs. Why not commence today?
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
my trmi and
scalp. I c o u 1 d placed in a zoological garden.
hardly keep from
Brakeman E. Q. Griffith manipula,
, scratching.which,
Chas. Rand, of Ellzabethtown, was
neea naraiy ted switcher hi the local yard yes) say,
In Raton several days, leaving for
made
it
E.
Brakeman
W.
terday,
relieving
"worse. Then
up some mining
large red patches Eastman, whose services wera requii-e- Mexico to look
i
appeared, with
out on the road. Both men did the
atlon
inflamm
and aoreneta. stunt for Switchman ,W. H. Rhodes,
After ten dava.
at home with illness.
thousands of small red pimples formed. who Is tied
On becoming dry, these caused intense
Milton Burns, who is employed, at
itching.' I was advised to go to the the local
shops, had a finger broker
hospital for diseases of the skin. I did
so and was an
for a month yesterday afternoon. ,A cold passer
or more, the chief surgeon saying: 'I
never saw such bad case of eczema.' cylinder which was being lifted up to
:
But I got little or no relief. Then I take the piston
accidental!
out,
More than nine out of every
tried many
remedies, but I beto
the
floor,
came so bad that I almost gave up in dropped heavily
catching ten cases of rheumatism are
On
to
this country I his hand In the fall.
coming
despair."
heard so many accounts of cures by Cuti-cuof the
A new type of electric locomotive simply rheumatism
Remedies that I fesolved, as a
cold
last resource, to give them a trial. This of which
to
due
or
muscles,
damp,
contwenty are in cohrse of
was after suffering agonies for twelve
In
months, and right glad am I that I did struction by the General Electric or chronic rheumatism.
so, for I was relieved of the almost unbearable itching after two or three company for the New York Central, such cases no internal treatat ment is required.
applications of Cuticura Ointment. I will be capable of 4000 horse-powe- r
The free
continued its use, combined with a
moarmatures
of
the
the
high
speed,
of
of
liberal use
Cuticura Soap and Cutiapplication
cura Resolvent Pills and am more than tors being mounted directly upon the
thankful to say that, after using three
sets of the Remedies, I was completely driving axles.
cured. I can only add that, should any
Announcement was made at El Paso
one be suffering as I did, I hope that
they will do . as I did, and I am sure of that, the El Paso & Southwestern
the results. Henry Searle, 2022 Cross will Install u double weekly train serSt.. Little Rock, Ark.Oct. 8 and 10.'07."
vice on Monday and Thursday
beis all that is needed and it is cerExternal and Tnunial Trratmmt for
Cnmpli-- t
Every ilumorol Infante. Children and Aduita
tween Alamogordo and Cloudcroft be tain to give quick relief. Give it
of (utlrura Soap (25c.) lo Cleanse the 8kio,
Cutlt ura Ointment (i0c.)4o Heal the tiain and
trial and see for yourself how
Resolvent (50e.), or In tUe form of riioeolat
ginning May 15. This will continue
Coated Fill. l5e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood,
bold throughout U,e world. Potter Drug
Ibem. until May 31, when a daily service quickly it relieves the pain and
Boeton. Maaa.
irn.. 8ole Props.,
Price 35c; large size, 50c
i soreness.
will be installed.
Free, Cuilrura Uook on Skin Dtoeues.

1!
1
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Lerov M. Valliant the su
of Missouri,
preme judge of the state
.
End his wife are vlsting Roswell
.TnrifTA

The

burning- -

.

SPECIAL RAILROAD

RATES TO

buff-color-

GREAT PACIFIC EXPOSITION

i

Wick Blue Flame Oil

-

.

-

Cook-Stov-

e

is the only oil stove built with a CABINET TOP for holding plates
and keeping food hot after cooking. Also has useful drop shelves
on which to stands the coffee pot or teapot after removing from burner.
Fitted with two nickeled racks for towels. A marvel of comfort,

and convenience. Made in three
If not
Cabinet Top.
with your dealer, write our nearest agency'.

n

i7P

with or without

Hitchcock left Clovis for Elida
vhere he will Submit street grade to
the city council at that place.

everv one wants hand
some enough for the parlor; strong enough for
,hs vUAyan rann nr cottage: hriiiht enoush for
If not with your dealer, write
every occasion.
ur neare$t agency.
.VEte,.

(ineorporaieaj

Jesse Pate Not Dead.
Following information, timely and
Raton
the
true, is furnished by
'
Range:
"Jesse Pate is not dead yet. He
is said to be in a sanatorium at Hot
frehe
Springs, Arkansas, where
quently goes from here. A friend of
hie, who recently left here for El
Paso, reports to frienda here,1 that
Pate usually
Mr. Pate is all right.
when he
info
newspapers
the
ges
leaves home. Last fall he got into
many other papers by. a story of the
Wells-Fargrobbery he gave The
Optic. No one seem to know how
he happened to be left for dead, but
be is alive just the same."

1

L

TV- -

.

...

'

'

simplicity
-

--

.

,

It Now.
to get rid of your
time
is
the
(Now
do so by apcan
You
rheumatism.
Nine
Liniment.
Chamberlain's
plying
cases out of ten are simply due to
cold or damp, or chronic rneuiunusm,
nriri vleld to the vigorous application
You are
of this liniment Try9 it
lA.m. ill A AlllAlf
u.v- certain to be aeiigmea iu iu
relief which it airoras.' boiu uy
dealers.
Do

A

Smile

pretty, hard thing to accomplish
when you're blue, bilious and out of
sorts. There is a sure cure ror au

Is a

kinds of stomach and liver com- -'
plaints constipation and dyspepsia.
Ballard's Herbine is mild, yet aoso-luteleffective in all cases. Price
50 cents per bottle. Sold by Center
Block Depot Drug Co.
y

I

"

Blankets Burned.
The big trading store of the A. B,
McGaffey company at Thoreau, N.
destroyed by fire
M., was totally
Monday night The' stock Included
several thousand Navajo blankets
and other valuable Indian goods and
the loss will be $50,000. The fire de
stroyed the Santa Fe railroad and
telegraph company's wires.

We Ask You i

i

to take Cardul. for your femalo
troubles, because we are sure it
will help you. Remember toat
this great female remedy

Albert Bacharach, returned to Roy
from Denver, Colorado, where he had
been for the past few weeks purchasing a stock of goods for J. Appel & Co.

o

It you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orl."0 Laxative for conwill

stipation and liver trouble as It
stimulate these organs and thoroughwhat
ly cleanse your system, which is
John S. Brown sold the adobe sa- everyone needs in the spring In orloon on the north side of the track at der to feel well. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
Lordsburg to N. Hughes, Sr.
,

m
1

has brought relief to thousands of
other sick women, so why not to
you ? For headache, backache,
periodical puua,
have said it is the
a n.lxlna in fofen"
Trv it I
i

Sold In This City

AGENCY FOU BUTTEKICK PATTERNS

'

MMmammim -- ESTABLISHED 1062

-- ;

-

g

rt

FOLLOWED.

.EAR

AGO!.

$30.00 Suits
$20,00 Sale of This
Week.
.

like this slip by? Each garment so priced is a
e
reduction from a former extremely fair
suit that is absolutely perfect in
price. The chance to save from $5.00 to $10.00 on a
every respect, does not come your way every day.
In this very special lot are:
,
should you let an opportunity
WHYgenuine
bargain the price, a

,

.

.

out-patie- nt

"

ra

Chamberlain's
Liniment

con-ai-

Cutl-eii- ra

bona-fid-

;

'

.

;.

Continued All

v

Suitof novelty striped' Panama cloth .worth
J30.00
Suif of grey and white striped serge, worth
28.50
Suit of Old Rose Chiffon Panama cloth, worth
30. 00
worth
bone
and
white
serge,
of
Suit grey , green
stripe herring
...$26.50
Suit of reseda serge with persian silk collar, worth
.$26.50
Three piece Suit of navy Chiffon Panama, worth
.(.
And a score of others equally good.

Fancy
Fashion favors fancy para-rol- s
this season and we are

for Little Fellows
Neatly made, washable,
comfortable garments for
the little fellows. Better
than you can make them
and cheaper.

fully prepared to meet all
demands, no matter what
the color may be. pur showI
ing includes the plain blacks
ROMPERS-- iu plain blue
and colors' and plaids, toor blue and white
gether with many neat styles ginghamduck
for children of
striped
in the linens.
2 to 8 years, 65c. "
S I L K; PARASOLS- -i n
blacks, colors and plaids, . CREEPERS of blue and
white and pink and white
"
$5.50.
$2.50
.

:

.

.1

.

LINEN PARASOLS-- in
plain colors and with fancy
borders, $2.00 to $4.00.
CHILDRENS PARASOLS
neat styles in all colors,
65c to $1.50.

checked gingham, for
babies of 1 to 3 years, 65c.

GIRLS' OVERALLS

made of heavy plain blue
gingham trimmed with
white. For children of 1 to
6 years, 40c.
'

The quality anfl value of
our Muslin Underwear is too
well known to need much
comment.

MADE BY

s

We call

parti-

cular attention to "bur splen-

did line of well made garments at popular prices.
CORSET COVERS perfect fitting, good qualities,.

25c.to$l.25.
DRAWERS the
circular or regular style, 35c
ne-pie-

to $1.50.

GOWNS-hi- gh
neck, long
sleeves or low neck, sleeveless, 50c to $3.00.

SKIRTS even the cheapest have ample'width, 65c to
$11.00.

CHEMISE-pret- ty

styles

excellent quality, 75c to $2.25

Wrist Purse
c

.

Muslin
- Underwear

Play Clothes

Parasols

t

o

CHA5.KCUIIR3TEDT KF3.C0.

Unique,
Stylish,

Handy,
In Black

aaJ Brown.

$1.00

w

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,.

DRY FARMING HAS BEEN TESTED
AND OPERATED IN SOUTH AFRICA

to north.

Etienne Venyard de Bourg-mon- t
entered Kansas at the Kansas
Indian village just north of the mouth
of Independence creek in Atchison
county with his French expedition in
1724 and marched
southwestwardly,
crossing the Kansas river, then up
that stream and out upon the plains
to make peace with the Indians called
Paducasl He may have gone no far
ther west than RusseU or Ellis counties.,
Zebulon M. Pike entered Kansas by
way of the Osage river in the fall of
1806.
He was at the Pawnee village
in Republic county in the latter part
of September,' went south to the Arkansas, and followed up that stream
to the mountains. Hii expedition was
the first one of white men known to
have crossed Kansas from'; east to
'
''
i
west.

MAY !2f. 1909

WEDNESDAY,

COMMERCIAL

THREE

CONGRESS

The Transmississippi
Commercial
congress, which will be held in Den
will bring together
ver, August
the "largest gathering of eminent men
ever assembled in the west.. Presi
dent yTaft will be present and will
press the button which will turn the
waters into the Gunnison tunnel, the
great government. . reclamation pro
ject. The governors of the Transmis
sissippi states will attend wKh but
few exceptions, acceptances having
been received from Governors Brooks
of Wyoming, Brady of Idaho, Gillett
of California, Curry of New Mexico,
Stubbs .of Kansas, Hadley of Missou
ri: Campbell of Texas, Sanders of
Louisiana and Johnson of Minnesota,
Among the former presidents, of
the congress who will be present are
WHHam J. Bryan, David R. Francis,
president of the St Louis exposition,
and John Henry Smith, one of the
apostles of the Mormon church.
The railroad interests of the west
and southwest will be represented by
E. H. Harrlman of the Southern and
Union Pacifie roads, James J Hill of
the Great Northern, Northern Pacific
and Burlington roads; President Ripley of the Santa Fe and President
Wlnchell of the Rock Island.

.

.

I

Trans-Missou-

ri

ON

ibber Tire Vehicles

18-2-

Following interview with Dr. 'Wil- of attention from the entire wor
liam Macdonald of Pretoria, So.'th 1 am sure that our South African
Africa, apeared In the Denver Na vs states will eena delegates and exhib
its to this next meeting.
of recent date:
Dr. Macdonald, who came so quietly
"I consider the dry farming move
ment one of the most important eco- to Denver and left for Utah, came es
nomic developments of the century. peciaiiy to spend a few hours with
It is, what brought ine to your coun-- John T. Burns, the general Internatry a few weeks ago u& becausj of it tional secretary of the congress, to
i am now investigating tne conauct discuss plans for enlarging the work
of your state and government dry ot the congress along International
lines. Dr. Macdonald Id one of the
fuming experiment work in the sevnoted
experts of the British govern'
eral states of the west.
meat
is now located in the Trans
and
teBted
and
been
has
"Dry farming
vaal
under
the direction of the fam
successfully operated in South Africa
for the past fourteen years. America ous Boer general, Luis Botha, who Is PRETTY LAWNS ADD
have us the first idea of this sort of secretary of agriculture for the pro
TO BEAUTY OF CITY
wid farming, Utah furnishing us the vince. Dr. Macdonald has been elect
first information of a practical nature. cd vice president and corresponding
Our methods are somewhat different secretary of the dry farming congress,
Well kept lawns about private resi
from your American ways of secur- representing South Africa states.
dences
and public buildings add very
ing results and, believing that we
to the attractiveness of a
A Will Contest
materially
might learn much of value, the govtown.
A
of green here and there
bit
ernment cf the Transvaal, which I An Albuquerque attorney has been
will wonderfully Improve a barren
by", the Princess de
retained
Broglio,
have the honor to represent, accepted
and desolate section. It does- not cost
the invitation of the department of who was divorced a few days ago at
much to make a lawn or repair it, and
state at Washington to attend theiParls to contest the will of her fath
work is not hard.
the
AlbuSofre
of
,
Alexander, formerly
drv farming conthird
In
the spring months is the beBt
gress in Cheyenne two months ago. querque, and who died at Chicago, time to make a new lawn and to re
to
be worth several hun
and I was subsequently selected to supposed
dred thousand dollars, a part of it Jn pair an old one. Fertilizer should be
When Your Joints are Stiff
f.ct as delegate to that congress.
applied to grass plots which have and
midst lands 1n New Mexico.
"I came to find myself
your muscles sore from cold or
Mrs. E. Ralph Blair, wife of th9 been established a few years, and rhcumatifim, v. ten
of a large number of foreign delesaM-- s
you slip cr sprain
should be reseeded. If
sent by interested governments, who, cashier of the First National bank at thin portions sown tu the fall for a a joint, strain your side or bruise
Mo joins with the princess seed has been
yourself, Painkiller will take out the
recognizing the great value of thij Sedalia,
contest
'n
the
will
against the third wife new lawn, watch carefully this spring soreness and fix you right in a jiffy.
congress to the entire world,
and reseed those places where the
hereafter take an active part in 'is of Alexander, whom he married only
Always have it with you, and use It
flrst
seeding fails ro come up.
a
before
his
death.
weeks
few
work. I must say that I am ir
freely. The oldest, the cheapest and
In making a new lawn great care the best medicine for Internal .and
rised at the accomplishments in the
should be taken. Prepare the ground external aches and
T
pains in man Is
dry farmlnr; district ;t the W33v..
BUND GIRL TESTIFIES
as soon as It can be worked. Grade it,
.ns
Davis' Painkiller, and f or over
must compliment you progress
Perry
smoothing over rough surfaces, mak- seventy years It has been the great
westerners upon the excellent man-no- ;
OF ATTEMPTED ASSAULT
ing proper level spaces and gentle standby for emergencies in thousands
th-in which you hive orgaiutl
If possible the lawn should of families all over the world. Don't
slopes.
da'he
cenpress, which has '.akn up
from the house. The grad- go home without a 50c or one of the
away
"God
slope
knows
I
how
only
escaped,"
optional and pollal ump.ifcar.Ca
be done to distribute new size 35c bottles.
should
ing
was
broke
from
which
the
ejaculation
in
opening
that will ultimately result
surface
all
water, avoiding
Ml3s Edna Hooker vhile she was on evenly
up to profitable occupation the Imruns which
of
little
formation
the
Alcourt
in
at
the
the
district
stand
Word comes from Blossom, Texas,
mense area of dry lia's !n this end
'
washouts.
might
produce
R.'
H.
Miss Belle Bailey, who has spent
I
against
that
buquerque,
testifying
for
thf
evc-rho3
other country.
Enrich the soil with a liberal sup much time In Lordsburg, is married
dav when I can see In Soir.h AMch Pierce, former secretary of the board
of regents of the New Mexico school ply of well rotted manure. This is and now is MrsT. T. Pyron. m.
USt SUcn a movement as nuru cjubis
for
the blind, at Alamogordo, who is essential where the soil is lacking in
In the dry farming congress and I am
Delicious Banana cream.
with an attempt to commit humus; otherwise bonemeal or other v
charged
sure that Denver is to be complimented
useful. The ground
an
assault
This recipe Is highly recommended
upon Miss Hooker in that good fertilizer is
l
M'e
seoct-fis
been
uprn having
should be plowed, or spaded not less by one of our correspondents; try It
center :f ?o splenf.ld a city last fall, while the girl was there than
eight inches deep, all sotnes and for dessert tomorrow.
the
movement. The name of denver will in charge of the exhibit from
removed,
material
lumps
similar
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth
school.
be carried into every state and coun-tr- j blind
and tbe surface smoothed. with five teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add
, who is, entirely blind and broken up
The
of
girl,
in
thi, campaign
of the world
one teacup sweet cream beaten to a
auite small, shudderinely told her Then it is ready for seeding.
e' cation.
Use a good lawn mixture. Four stiff froth, then add one lOo package
case has atsensational
- story.
The
in
Chey"The dry farming congress
blue grass with one of Lemon JELL-dissolved In 1
large crowds, as Pierce, who parts Kentucky
ono was but the
, J?rS tracted
whltej-clove- r,
siwn not less than, teacups boiling Water. Pour into mold
part'
was
for
lffc5
a
old,
promyears
years
'.
er effort on the part of congress.
five bushels to the acre. Is good. Red- - and when cold garnish with candled
r farmed inent and respected business man,
Ti- - small txposltioa o:
at the blind top, 'instead of the blue grass, or cherries. Serve with whipped cream,
con- and the difficulties
products given there during the
school following his Indictment, flight equal parts of redtop and blue grass or any good pudding sauce. JELL-results. Use plenty of
gress was an illustration of, the possi- and
by all Grocers at 10c per pack
subsequent return to Alamogordo, produce good
ij sold
bilities, and 1 belike - iha-- ihe Mon have
but pure seed. .;
and
seed
'
nothing
in
the
Institution
that
age.
kept
dal
tnns meeting will rgo'- a great
limelight for some time.
'
Rev. E. L. Young and family went
TEACHERS' NOTICE.
ENDORSEMENT.
HOME
to their claim forty miles north ot
Damage by Wind
Las Vegas, N. M., May 10, 1909
'
.
,
.
The Roswell Record report a vio- The San Miguel County Institute for Clovis.
Hundreds of East Las Veflas Citizens
Monwill
Pecos
in
lower
the'
windstorm
lent
teachers
begin
third grade
Can Tell You All About It.
Kills to 8top tha Fiend.
valley on Saturday afternoon. The day, July, 5th, and continue for four
worst foe for 12 years of John
The
ex- telephone and telegraph wires "were weeks.
Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a run
Home endorsement, the public
it
as
the
shot to pieces" by the wind,
For the first and second grades,
ning ulcer. He paid doctors over
pression of East Las Vegas people,
it. At Texico, will begin on Monday, July 19th, and $400.00 without benefit, xnen buck-len'- a
.hnniii be evidence beyond dispute telephone operator put
Arinca Salve killed the ulcer
several buildings were unroofed and continue for two weeks.
for every East Las Vegas reader.
him. Cures Fever-Sorecured
and
teachers
of
circulated
was
time
a
second
a
report
grade
First and
end for
Eczema,
Felons,
Boils,
Surely the experience of friends
sorious damage and loss of life at that desire to attend the full four Infallible for Piles, Burns, Scalds,
neighbors, cheerfully given by thorn,
as
fortuwere
ut- do via, but theso reports
weeks will be more than welcome,
Cuts, Corns. 25c at all druggists.
will carry more weight than the
not verified.
y nately
will be a full corps of instructhere
In
residing
of
strangers
terances
tors. All teachers desiring to teach
NOTUINGTO PAY
places. Read the following:
-SanSan Miguel county In the future,
the
of
L. J. Meyer, proprietor
FIRST WHITE EXPLORER
are urgently roquestea io anew
ta Fe hotel, East Las Vegas, N. M.,
to Cure Ca- promptly on the dates mentioned Hyomel is Guaranteed
Dean's
Kidney
ONCE IIOfOISCOVERED
says: "Four years ago
Back.
or
be
not
will
tarrh
teach
Money
to
Special permits
Pills afforded me such, great relltf
withIn
the
to
future,
anyone
I
freely
granted
from disordered kidneys that
Franckco Vasques de Coronado is out faithful and 'perfect attendance at When you suffer horribly from ca
regave a statement for publication
the earliest known white man to en the institute, as required by law.
tarrh and are constantly sniffing and
commending them. I suffered greatly
went to
in
the
He
Kansas.
tor
held
will
and
be'
institute'
snuffing, hawking and spitting, and
The
explore
report
end
reading
from backache
He
1541.
Town
in
and
of
June
Kansas
the
in
July,
school
our
North
building,
doing other disgusting things, remem
i.r,,,f rinan'a Kldnev Pills in
CttVfMV
fol Las Vegas.
of
south
entered
Dodge
Just
ber there is a certain cure, called
K.
City,
at
box
a
newspapers, I procured
High-o-meto
Arkansas
lowed
down
the
the
M.
great
F. DES MARAIS, Supt.
(pronounced
Hyomel
n ftoodall's drug store. After taltto
over
is
crossed
the
.
tenure.
an.1
Smoky
Director.
ANNA
which
J.
guaranteed
relief
bend,
nnHrAd
RIEVE,
t
stream to Its
Hyomel will give Joyful relief to
in a short time the trouble entirely Hill, and down that
with
the
Contest.
Junction
Republican,
any catarrh sufferer in five minutes
Trap 8hootlng
left me. I have never had backache
From this as a center he surveyed
One of the largest trap shooting and it gives remarkable relief to con
Rnd can emphasize the fact thut
miles about. He contests ever held in the southwest sumptives'. J give Doan's Kidney Pills all the the country for some
Mexico
New
to
returned
by thesame opened for three days on the grounds
Hyomel is medicated air prepared
credit for m cure."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 route as far as the Arkansas and of the Raton Trap and Gun club Mon- from the extracts taken from the
Co.. Buffalo, thence by buffalo paths toward New day morning with many famous shoot giant eucalyptus trees of inland Aus
cents. Foster-MUbur- n
er from all over the country in at- tralia, where catarrh or consumption
v
New York, sole agents for the United Mexico.
'"' " .
Several Spanish expeditions follow tendance. Six hundred
...
in are never knowa.
dollars
States.
de
Don
and
Coronado.
Pedro
You breathe in this healing aud an
ed
Villazur,
offered'
conDoan's
name
has
to
been
the
the
Remember
prizes
in 1720, croHsed the state from south testants, and the nhoot Is being at- tiseptic air through an Inhaler and
i
take no other.
in ihe this air, with its peculiar soothing
tended by those Interested
sport from all parts of the south properties, passing over the inflamed
and germ ridden membrane (for ca
west.
tarrh Is a germ disease), kills the
who
are
the
shots
Among
prominent
need an occasional rtirrinir up to keep them from being
rnmtinzted. bilioui and cenerallv run down. A the tame
taking part are Mr. and Mrs. W. H. germ,- allays the Inflammation, and in
t.ho
time, the laxative must nut be to violent ai to ihock the lyitem
McCreedy of Lovelapd; J. E. Sldler a short time completely cures
and caute unking ana iichucm.
of Lander, Wyo.: C. W. Cotton of disease.
A complete Hyomel outfit, which in
Gallup, N. M.; A. J. Linton of Colo
rado Springs; C. M. Gray and R.sF. cludes a hard rubber inhaler that will
Martin of Denver, and G. W. Max last a lifetime, and a bottle of Hyo
d
shot of mel, cost only $1.00, extra bottles cost
well, the famous
Neb.
In
the
shoot
Monday 50 eente. Sold by leading druggists
Hastings,
Maxwell broke 99 out of 100 everywhere and in E. Las Vegas by B,
U the ideal treatment for old folk- -' liven never fail to act, yet
morning
Bert tor con- . never ihockfc A tonic at well ai a laxative.
clay pigeons, establishing a record G. Murphey, who guarantees it on the
ttipation, rheumatum, bilioutnesi any and ail troumei- oi
which has never been made on the money back plan.
ioan
r.
aKe
tt udici
liver, atomach and bowels.
first try.
v
night you'll leei Detter in tne morning.
II. B. Hubbard, of Las Vegas, is at
5i
tending the shoot.
,

BIG REDUCTION

TO BE LARGELY ATTENDED

a good variety of Rubber
fwe have
Buggies, and Surreys which
(

,

,

we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER

,

In Our

v

REPOSITORY

Cherries Ilfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and

2380 POUNDS
"

little ash

TO TtiE TOiL

Everything in the building
complete stock of wall paper.
line-Lo-

'

west

prices--

A

In-th-

.

PHONE MAIN 56

GOO BS LUMBER GO.
&MOB&, MEILY

'CO.-

-

(Incorporated)
WHOLESALE EIERGimtiTS
andPealoraln
WOOL, HIDEO and PELTS

N

Homaa
Eaat laa Vegaa,

Mm

Mm,

.

i

at

JV.M.

Alhuquaraue, Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Paooa, Mm M.0 Logan, N. M.m Trinidad, Oolorado

DASH

.bejinr

,

smd

Mm

' 1

WAGONS, tha Dost Farm Wagon matfe
RACINE SATILEY CO,, Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:

:

or more, each delivery, 20c per

100 lbs,
to
each
i.ooo lbs.,
3,009 lbs.,
delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
t
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

,ooo lbs.,

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the

jurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas

famous.

Office:

'

701 Douglas avenue.

Salt-Rheu-

far-awa-

Browne & Maiizaiiares

o.

WHOLESALE OROCERS

8da and Saarfera
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
.. High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

.

.Headquarters In the Territory for

.

PU
fllll

'

V,

Agricultural Implements
LINE

OF

MEXICAN

AF..CLE

SOAP

Old Folks' Livers

Meet your Friends at.

one-arme-

'

Get a 25c Box

Cures Indigestion
relieves stomach
sour

i

O, L Hufflne of Hutchinson, Kan
It
misery,
as, arrived at Roy, and has been
belching, and cures all stomach dis
biu-kor
tab- busily engagpd in viewing the land ease
Larpo- box of
moimy
1 ..
.
mi
T
!
a.
iKm iw win
with nn object of locating.
jsfugusis iu au wwia
.

For Sale by 0.

0. Schaefer, E. Las

Vegas.

.

1

D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

Old Taylor Bourbon &. Sherwood Bym

Served Dlroot front Barrel

'

Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave.

E Las Vegas, N,M,

RABBI'S

The Optic Publishing Company
ihoobpobatid
.EDITOR
!'

Entered at the Postoffloe at East

Las Vegas,
matter.

N

M.,

as

M. C. A.

Wsktch Specials

Rabbi I. L. Ryplhs gave soie strong
testimony at a pubic ,meetingf inSti
Paul n what s association has done
for him and i doing for others.' He
talked plainly to the men who have
not worked actively for the Y. M. C.
A. We are all finding fault wiE social conditions. Why don't we do
something to" apply a remedy? What
are we doing to establish an atmosphere where Intelligence and lntegrl-ty'wlbe fostered?" It Is to the abiding shame of the .good men of the city
that a building consecrated to this
work does not stand as a monument
to them.
'
There Is In the Young Men,'a Chris
tian Association, an atmosphere of de
mocracy as pure as can be desired
What better way for a young man to
spend his time?. What better can you
do than to give them a place where
they can while away their time wholesomely?.; Young men don't want to be
preached at, but they want something

ESTABLISHED 1879.

M. M.( PADGETT.

VIEW OF Y.

I

icr pure ioca
'

Per Year

OF
by

'

SUBSCRIPTION.
Da'ly

Carrier,.:.

:

....$7.00

Per' Month by Carrier
Per Week by Carrier. .........

65
.20

Weekly.
One Tear
Six Months

,
'

fc

$2.00
LOO

The Young Turks', cabinet stepped
down- - after three days' service. Order
u- reigns, however, and the government to do."-Yo propose,, a lodging ; department
at Constantinople still lives.
and It is asked if It will pay. No
The Old Turks have much to say Young Men's Christian Association
about Kismet ' For the best definition should be a paying institution. First
of .this term apply to the democratic we want the business men to contribparty as dominated by W. J. Bryan, ute to an annual deficit so they will
be Interested. Second, so that the of
Both Castro and Abdul Hamld had ficers will not have sinecure Jobs and
an eye to business during the years of come to the meeting and adjourn,
but have little to worry' over. The,
their official life. Their private
are reckoned in the millions.
question is. not will It pay In dollars
and cents, but will it pay in morals,
o
Among the new taxes proposed in In stronger characters? The business
England Is an additional 6 cents a of the Y, M. C. A. is not to educate
gallon on gasoline. The automobile is university professors," but to educate
evidently considered a luxury by the Intelligent, serviceable citizens. The
British treasury department.
boys that are good by nature will
take care of themselves; the Y. M. C.
o
In less than sixty days after retire- A'. Is for the thousands that are weak.
It will pay abundantly, not in banks,
ment from the 'White house an
shot a Hon In Africa. Pres- but in citizenship.
ident Diaz can see what he is losing We are all creatures of prejudice.
At first I was kept away because I
by holding on to tils Job so long.
believed the Y. M. C. A. was sectaro
ian and hated the Jew, made sensiwalkA man arrested In Boston for
tive
one
by persecution. I now spend one
was
on
to
be
found
the
grass
ing
two
to
hours ,a day at the association
of the circumnavigating sailors. The
court made due allowance for a nauti- and see no discrimination, no classes.
cal gait and lack of landlubber knowl- When I went on my vacation, I took
my card and at the association every- edge.

'v

.

,

f

I

'

Tto

Is alcohol a tonic? No! Does it make the blood pure? No! Does
it strengthen the nerves? 'No! Is Ayer's Sarsaparilla a tonic?
Yes! Does it make the blood pure? Yes! Does it strengthen
more
the nerves.? Yes! By asking your doctor you can learn
J. O. AyerCo.,
about this family medicine, follow his advice.
Lowell, Mi

B.

''

."

f

Powguard. Alumtheir
ders may be
known by
io or Z5c a lu
price
... or one cent an

'

where I fditnd 1;hts satoe democratic
spirit. No Amount 6f'mmey,:
great to spend on ah institution thai
fofatef s such a spirit. You cannot
'
spend your money fop a', better purmonupose. It should' be a greater
ment than the capitol. If you build
an Institution where morality and
good citizenship are taught, we will
court
and
need fewer policemen
houses.
Says Theodore Roosevelt: All of U3
will make this 20th century better and
not worse than any century that has,
gone before In proportion as we approach the problems that face us as
the Young Men's Christian Associa
tion has approached them, with a firm
resolution, that it will neglect no side
but
of the development of the man, Godwill strive to make him decent,
honor-lovinfearing,
Jus&ee-dotnand fearless and strong,
own in the hurly- his
hold
to
able
work, able also
world's
of
the
burly
to strive mightily that the forces of
right may be in the end triumphant.

--

...if

law-abidin-

J

BOYS'

--

t

BASEBALL

SCORES.

National League.
C. C. Hutchinson Dead.
Call for Bids to Build Crosswalks and
At Philadelphia Pittsburg 7, Phlla-;
Sidewalks.
4, ;
'
delsMa-l- .
Clinton C. Hutchinson, known as
Bide' are invited for the construc
At Brooklyn Brooklyn 2, St. Louis tion and' building-osidewalks and the father of irrigation projects in the
1.
.;
:
crosswalks and must be filed in my of west, died Monday at his home In
York Chicago 4, New
fice not later' 'than Wednesday, May
York 3.
Portland, Ore., aged 75. Death was
12, 1909, at 8 o'clock.: Proposals must
8
Boston
10,
Cincinnati
At Boston
state separately the cost of said work due to old age. He founded the town
American League.
of Ottawa, Kan., and afterward sold
where cement, vitrified brick or
- At St. Louis
St. Louis 3, Phliadel
town of
flagging are used. ' Specifications can the tract upon which the
'
Dhla 0.
'
now
stands.
Hutchinson
office.
seen
be
in my
At Chicago Chicago 5, Washington
It was incorporated in every deed to
The council reserves the right to re3.
v
property in Hutchinson that no liqject any or all bids.
At Detroit Detroit 16, New York 5
uor should be sold on the premises.
1
N.
of
Las
M.,
May
Vegas;
City
At .Cleveland Boston 5, Cleveland 1909.
' '
:
,
"ftie Alexander recital at the Dim-caI. ,
CHAS.TAMME,
Western ' League.
'
opera house this evening pr nuls-e- s
City Clerk.
,
At Topeka Topeka 8, Omaha 7
to be well attended by the lovers
American Association.'
j. .
A. Lilly, jr., is a Baltimore commer of, music and reading.
At Kansas City Kansas City 5, In cial tourist who is
making the rounds
dianaoblis 1.
Many weak, nervous women have
local
business
houses
of
today, looking
restored 4x health by Foley's
been
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 2, Louis- particularly to the interests of Sharp
as it stimulates the
villa 1.
& Dohme, manufacturing chemists In Kidney Remedy,'
so they will eliminate the
At , Minneapolis - Minneapolis 2 the
kidneys
Maryland city.
"
;
waste matter from the blood. ImpuColumbus 5.
'
At St. Paul St. Paul 7. Toledo 2
rities depress the nerves, causing
A Card.
nervous exhaustion and other ailall
is
This
to certify that
druggists
Dr. Baxter returned to. his practice are authorized, to refund your money ments. Commence today and you
will eoon be well. Pleasant to take.
it Wagon Mound this afternoon from if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
a visit down town "to his wife and cure your cough or cold. It stops the Co.
,
and
heals
the
cough,
prevents
lungs
v
little daughter.
pneumonia - and consumption. ConMiss Martha Alexander,
tains no opiates. The genuine is in
.Something doing at the Duncan this a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
yviollnlst, at the Duncan this
and Red Cross Drug Co. .
evening.'
,
'..

f

At-Ne-

.

.

'

...

:..

.:.

of Quality'
N.M.

,

Suits for the Little Tots
3, 4, 5 years
-

;

'

it's a

-

44

'

Special

n

.

.

you perfectly and looks well on you.
And that s what your suit wilLdo if

nice--f- its

Suits with all the dash and go, all the little
new things that have been added this season to
'
toys' clothes, cuffs or sleeves, round cornered
coats, flaps on pockets, new lapels. We feature
a boys green cheviot suit with 2 pair "knicker"
pants.
$5.00 value. 10 to 16 years.
-

,

Opticioo.
606 Douglas Avenue.

v

That's what the other "kids" will say if your suit is extra

'

'

1

.

Where'd You Get That Suit

,

SUITS

"TU-PAN-

:

.

Boost
We axe now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
home industry and ' telephone your orders to ns for either keg or
bottle beer.
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.

"Hey Kid"!

op-

Young Men's and Boys4
-

store

E . Las Vegas

PRICES

Good Clothes

mi

Jeweler

o

Ed Noyes, a ranchman from the
Sanchez settlement, Is purchasing
supplies in town and city today. ' .

I

SPECIAL

TAUPEBT,
Las VegraH, N. M. '

,

-

-- v.-

J.

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of Lls Vegas.

ounce.

'The

:

J

in Blouse. Norfolk, Buster Brown or Russian,
made of Flannels, Worsteds, Cheviots, Serges
and clays in all the season's new shades and
mixtures1 grey, brown, blue, green, tanr red
fancy mixtures new color combinationsnice- y trimmed in braids or silks to match or contrasting colors. ;

The Special prices on These Suits Will Bet
The $1.50 suits - $1.10 The $3.00 suits
$2.15
-

The 2.00 suits

The "Bakrak" suit has more style, fits, better, looks nobbier,
loger than any other boys' suit we know of.

$3,95

1.45

The

W hite Bed.
Brown, Tan, soma
serge mercerized fabrics
50c, .65c, 75c, $1.00 r.

pair "knicker pants" v
$5.'00 value.
-

y

10

to

s

16
'

-

years.

Special"

$3.95

gar-featur-

TWO OTHER STYLES High Class Merchandisea fine Fancy Cashmere dove color
with tan stripe, and a beautiful grey fancy
stripe, neat and stylish these suits have two
pairs of "knicker" pants they sell
for $6.00, they size from 9 to 16 yrs.
Specially priced at

-

-

r

Vr

of

V

Vr,
IdClllS
"U

V Boys
Cowboy Hat
Some have lfinthfir hanrla i.m.
shapes and others small o'r me-

dium

ahaDea

tan

arrnv nt

brims can be turned np on side,
,
v
iruut, wr dock.
$2-075c, $1.00,
0

leath-the-

vJ

I

OtlO

with coUars attached, Black
uia or iini patQerns.

"u,

$5.00 suits $3.75
The 6.00 suits
.45
The 7.00 suits 6.25
Thev

-

;

25c, 35c, 50c.

Ht.

BoY$' Collet,
Telescope styles or flat orown:
-)
B1CJ
;
DIUCK,
tan, brown, some green,
have fancy
soft
bands,
brims, can be turned
down or up..
$1.00, $1.25, $150.
v

----

Golfs, no collars, fancy stripes,
neat designs, tana blacks,
helios.

65c.

These suits come in Blue Serges, Grey solid striped
or checked, Browns, Green mixtures, Tan .Novelties,
JitniAr vwuwf
ennnpn nnmnro Dmrv1 Vl
ri1nnUn
rmmiYr
v. ttiuaig
UVUU19
iuv niifa avuuu
oiugir;
w

J.

jf

J&

1

"

U

i- -

i

.
,
(WWW""' ""yf
,

-

;

.

r,

"
.

'Gosfaits.f abriCS t0 matCb

BOYS' SHIRTS

Bora' Shirts

(

The $2.00 suits $1.45
The 3.00 suits 2.15
The 4.50 suits 2.95

Allcollorsll sizes,
25c, 35c, 50c, '

i

cordriroy, velveB 3
25c,' 35c, 50c 65c

es

Bring your mother in to see these wonderful garments, we will willingly explain all the good points
in detail, we will be glad to try a suit on you .so you
can see how you look in it.
The best part of this is we are going to sell you
these good suits at a SPECIAL PRICE. .. .. -

3.75

Red Brown,
nncIlu6
Serge, flannel

allla
flannel
1

Taped Seams, Double Seat and knee,
Every
"Bakrak" I Buttons will not come off, Patent
Suit
Hand padded
( elastic waistband,
'
has all of shoulders, Indestructible coat lining,
these wearA Pockets double tacked," Ivory buttons,
'resisting sewed with strong .linen v
J ment guaranteed.

5.00 suits

Children's Headweat

and wears

TTavtt."61116'

TWO STYLES A tan mixture and a dark
grey fancy stripe botn dandy suits with two

1

Phosp&af

Be on yon

s

''''

Gents' Silveroid Case," with a 7 jewel ELGIN or
WALTH AM,
$5.50
with
either
Gold Filled Case, guaranteed
'
ELGIN or. WALT HAM movement,
$12.15
WE INVITE A COMPARISON Of OUK PRICES

.

:

v.

i'--

:

$12.50

....

"

dmkigpgimi
cs
Alma. No

Pat D. McElroy is at home from
Faywood hot springs. Grant county,
looking like a new man, and feeling
like one, too.

Sarsaparilla free from Alcohol

A

n

flRFAM

-

tor-tun-

A

-

"

ment-

and national food laws

,

RATES

stated

all

cnfc-dalin- fl

'

ll

second-clas- s

a short .
A few specials ;, which, we., are, offering for
'
V
at
SPOT
CASH,0NrLY.
me
'jlltAXn
l
Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted 20 years,' fitted
with a 17- - jeweled, ELGIN or WALT H AM move-

""

-

'

LAS. VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Qualification
for compounding
comes

from long"
experience, care-

ful training and
the f means for
selecting drugs of
the Best quality.
pur facilities, our,"'."
equipment; our
.

,

i:

,

experience, 'and
.a complete, stock
of all drugs " and

y
'

chemicals

especially invite
your prescript-

ion. Trade here.

WINTERS

DRUG

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET

.

GO.
,

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.
H. W. Necker reached town from
'

Watrous last evening.
L. Mclntlre, M. Klrsch, IT."W. Dye,
Gerard L. Schuyler, S. J. Alexander
and Thos.. T. Frith are here today
from Denver.:
Ben Spitz came to town from Kansas City last evening.
H. OB. Weeks ana John S. Grant aw
guests at Hotel Castaneda from Chicago.
P. P. Mlnnaugh and J. O. Shaw
were passengers into Las Vegas from
Gotham last evening. ,
Gus Thompson drove in from Galli-na- s
Springs yesterday.
A. F. Hill is staying at the Eldorado
hotel from Oklahoma City.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher are
down town again from their mountain
abode a Mineral H1U.
B. W. Grlswold is a visitor today
from Aguilar, Colo.
H. E. Bowden hooks his cognomen
at the-NeOptic from Florida; C. B
Thomas from Buffalo, N. T.
D. G. Dwyer Joined the crowd of
Katonitea in town last evening.
James Vaughn arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday from the Santa Fe division
point down the country that bears the
family name,, but which new town he
probably didn't help lay out.
'
Fred C. Dezendorf , a deputy United
'instates marshal who came up from the
couth yesterday afternoon , departed
last eveningfor Phoenix, Arizona.
SHalJLregiBtered at the Central
hotel last evening from Wagon Mound,
N- -

today, straightenine out som tneB
matters that are being easily arranged.'
; ; Miss Sajcter, of few 'Bruiri8lgK, wbxJ
had been the' gues't of' the'Misees Cunningham for several days, left for tho
Grand Canyon this afternoon, enroute
to California.
Mrs. J. C. Baxter and little daughter, Miss Marjorle leave on a night
train for Auburn, Indiana, in which
city they will spend. ;th tamer.
H H Sheppar4U Ir&jfelihg passenger, agent for the CWcago. & Alton,
went south this afternon.
Daniel Brito got home this afternoon from Denver, where he had been
employed for some months.
Dr. C. S. Losey got ' home from
Santa Fe on a night train.
Ed J. McWenie, manager of Las
Vegas roller mills, came home on a
night train from a business trip to
';
.
the south.
Col. C. F, Rice, of Chicago, who
has been a guest at the Plaza hotel
for the past seven months, in attendance upon a son who is- a. patient at
this sanitarium, departs on a night
train for Seattle and other points of
interest in the Pacific northwest. He
goes by the northern route.
wife of a promi; Mrs. Liebstadter,
nent business man in Kansas City, arrived in the city on the California
limited this morning, on a visit to her
daughter, Mrs. Herman C. Ilfeld.
'
John L. Zimmerman has gone .up
the' country to sectlonlze soms land
south of- - Watrous.
Jolin.S. Grant is here today from
his headquarters in El Paso, in the
interests of Sprague,. Warner & Co.,
.
of Chicago.
Miss Lub Baca has returned from
a vacation trip to the ranch in Union
county and will resume, her position
at the west side news depot Saturday.
She report fine rains and starting
grass in places visited by her.

WEDNESDAY,

rive

MAY 12, 1909
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JUST
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UNLOADED

CfOFul-tO-DAT-

BIG

atioM maim

r

FURNITURE

of Has V esfas

OAPITAl PAID IH
risrht from the BIG FACTORIES
thereby paving the Middleman's
profit, and i giving1 our Customers
the benefit.!

C1CO,GSO.CQ
J.

M, CUNNINGHAM,
President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President.
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Those pesky flies are beginning to sing,
Which means,
put up screens.
WE HAVE THEM

CROSS LEG.

New York. Money Market.
New York, May 12. Prime paper 3
Mexican dollars 44: can mo

y

CLOCK

eO

3oOO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of tha Interior, U. S.
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., April

JgJ

watob

,

0
0
0

Las Vegas Savings Bank

!

Seen Miguel

fj

simacRiraoiis

0.

.

;

ney

1

-

3.

3-- 4

1--

,

A large assortment of all sizes and kinds in the doors as well as
the japanned steel sliding window screens. Also the screen wire
in all withs. Phone Main 150.
-

AND HAVE THEM

DELIVERED PROMPTLY.

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
SOUTHWEST CORNER PLAZA

Mrs. Babier, proprletesa-oUtpie hotel, is very sick

HARVEY'S, ON THE MOUNTAIN,
IS OPEN
Now ready for guests.
1

f

the

Carriage Saturday mornings. Leave
orders at Murphey's or Brown Tracing CO.

-

'

X

.

'

;

'

CJotf $2 Tissue 3aty 2$

XXccl.
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Our entire stock of silks will
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3 PAPERS PINS
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.Ladies

"

MUm

Black Double

Si:.

G7

yd. ,

;

j

B7yd.

A magnificent asortment of rich dainty trim-

in the
mings which have just arrived will lead
host of '...t

BSlDSlUOdQ
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New York Metal Market.
New York. May 12 Lead firm
$4.30435; copper. 13J2
t
silver 52
"
St. Louis Wool Market,
Wool market
St. Louis, May 12.
strong. Territory western mediums
24ff5)29.; fine mediums 2227: fine

MMLOM
Vx JU1U01
Theo. N. Espe, a special govern16QO
ment agent whose mission is the pro- $9.00
on tenc oner S4.50
tection of lands and timber, left Hotel
La Pension last, night for Trinidad; EVERYBODY BOOST
nolo.
Mrs. Monroe, mother of Harry
South
Amount secured at 3 p. m. $232.00,
Smith, toot her departure for
Balance to be raised, $2768.00.
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Mitchell Miller, the osteopath.
.T
S. Johnson, the heet sugar
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Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
throat troubles are quickly cured by
Foley's Honey and Tar as It soothes
the Inflamed throat and..
Miss Edna'Patchln, daughter ot Dr and heals tube
MARKErREPORTS.
and the most obstln-J. P. Patchin, of Albuquerque, Is In hronchlal
" HOC) ADA RESORT.
ate cough disappears, insist upon
has
accepted having the genuine Foley's Honey
In the Rodaida valley, near tha Alamogordo, where she
St. Louis Metal Market.
or a position In the offices of the forest and Tar. O. G; Schaefer and Red
nice.
Write
mountains.
Everything
12.
Lead
higher
St. Louis. May
Cross Drug Co.
service.
phone L. G. Qulggs, Rociada. N. M.
'
4.25; epelter 4.92
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Cashier,

will give you this feeling. Interest keeps pil- -'
ing up day and night on every deposit made.
The "deposit" habit has made fortunes.' It's
always right never wrong.

Notice is hereby given that George
P Gerk, of Watrous, Mora county N.
L.45 CrossLeg Canvas
M., who, oa March 13, 1908, made
$2.00 Homestead Entry No. 13583, for W
Cots, worth
2
SB. 4 NE 4 SE 4 and lota 4,
5 and 6, Se'e.tf, Tp. 16 North R. 21 E.,
N. M. P., Meridian, has filed notice of
intention 'o make final Commutation
proof, to citablish claim to the land
above described, before Robert L. M.
$20.00 for the new Ostermoor' Ross, TJ. S. Court Commissioner at
M. C. A. CAMPAIGN
Las Vegas, N. M., on the 10th day of
(no tufts) mattress.
June, 1909..
STARTS WITH RUSH
Claimant rames as witnesses:
Ramon N. Trujillo, of Watrous, N.
M.; Jose C. Torres, of Gonzales, N.
m
P. P. K
M.; Mellton Montoya, of Gonzales, N.
M., and William Naegelln, of East Las
Y. M. C. A.
no
Opposite
MAY 12
MAY 1 8
Vegas, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

r.

Asst.

is a comfortable sort of feeling to have when
it comes to money. Your
SAVINGS DEPOSITED HERE I

Metal Folding Couches

May be used as a Divan during
the day or full size, bed at night
. .$4.35
For this week, only

Cah!r,

ON HAND

.

a

O

v

for the $3.00 kind,; all colqrs
ft
'
and sizes.
$2.75 for the $3.75 kind, all color
and sizes.
$3.75 for the $4.50 kind, all colors
and sizes; .,

'')

CG0,C83.C0 0

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

$2.00

AND SO ON THROUGH THE LINE

D. X. HOSKINS,
B. .JANUARY,

er.

sumiva;
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THE STORY OF
BROTHER LUCAS

J

II
?

Br ELLIOT WALKER
(Copyright, by Ford Pub. Co.)

Never shall I forget my husband's
facial contortions when he read that
telegram. Wilton has an expressive
countenance.
"Threatened with assassination?" I
asked.
"Worse!" he grunted. "Brother Lu-

cas!"

I had heard of but had never seen

this family black sheep. He' received
so invitation to our wedding; that I
remember.
"Not coming here?" I gasped.
"Read it," said Wilton, sinking back
helplessly.
Reaching for the dispatch, I presently glanced at his pithy and poetic
message:
"Be with you,' dear Wilton,
There Is more joy, etc. Brother."
' It struct me numorousiy. i mugu
'
easily."
,
ht

complained, biting my lip. "We had
very little money."
"He never pays anything," groaned
,
Wilton. "Except visits," was- - his
mournful addition.
"It is five years since he has pestered me," he went on. "The last 1
learned, he wrote to mother' from
some place in New Mexico. We fondly hoped he would stay there even
mother, uear me! Angeiine, mis is
dreadful."
"Is he so very objectionable?"
"My dear, he's awful."
, I stopped smiling.
"But, after all" Wilton's refined,
critical face softened, "one can't help
liking Lucas. He's funny. Too bad.
So much ability, and a
Too bad!
education.
fine
Well, the westreally
ern, express will land him here about
coven o'clock, I suppose. We will wait
supper. He used to be fond of
scrambled eggs. His appetite Is enormous."
I sighed. Eggs were high, and my
farmer's bill a growing nightmare.
At five minutes after seven Brother
Lucas arrived. Had he owned the
.

"All you want, I reckon."

GOOD WORK

,

"Three dozen?"
"Yes, marm."
"I'll try to have some monty foi
week." Oh! hotf I hate (hat
phrase!
'Shucks! Take your time. No hurry,
marm. I'm not needin' it and you're
good for yer orders." I almost fell down with surprise. M..
Ramsgate grinned amiably, counting
the eggs. - Brother Lucas had vanished. He returned for breakfast;
Lucas was prompt at meals.
Little did I see of "brother," as we
called him for two days. "Strolled
about," 'was his explanation.
hung
On the third day, brother
about the house, playing with - little
Angle and following me around.
"What do you want, brother?" I
asked at last, a trifle irritated. We
had let our servant go some time before and I was doing it all.
"To talk," said he. "Angellne, I'm
going
"So soon?", It really grieved me.
"I'm sorry."
"I know it," he said complacently.
We sat on the piazza in the shade of
.
the clematis and talked.
"Wilt doesn't seem well," he began.
"He's tired." My Hp quivered.
"Ought to take a rest, my dear,",
glanoing at the baby, asleep on f his
massive arm.
"He ean't. It's difficult to make
both ends even see each other, Lucas.
Life isn't all sunshine."
The man actually grinned. I felt a
exquick revulsion. Under his kindly
terior was he so utterly heartless?
"Whv!" said he. queerly. "I never
notice the clouds."
We talked for a long time, but I
gained slight knowledge of Lucas; of
his life during recent years, his oceu
pation (if he had one). I fear I told
him all about my affairs. He extract
Ad confidence as a snonge absorbs
water.silently, thoroughly.
Wilton came home .at five o'clock,
his thin face white and drawn.
"The company has sold out," he
groaned. "My position goes to the
I know
son of the new
of no opening."
,
"Cheer up!" said Lucas.
I could have stnick him.
"Not surprising," commented he.
"Why, I heard of the proposed sale out
west, months ago. 'He that hath ears
' I have a great pair
for gossip,
Brace up, Brother Wilton; "tia a long
lane that knows no turning.
I ran up stairs to cry, after my hus
band had expressed another fear.
"It's the first of the month," he
quavered. "Not a bill has come in
Can the tradesmen have heard f this
change?' Of my disaster?' Does it
mean those wretched accounts are go
ins: to the lawyers for collection? If
SO " '.'
"Quite likely." interrupted Brother
Lucas; "that's the way they do."
Then it was that I left them. Of all
remarks! I prayed he
the
might go quickly.
He did, right after (for Wilton and
me) an untasted supper. For him it
was a hearty meal with his usual chatter. Such absolute indifference to our
woe made me begin to hate the man.
He was an enigma.
"I'll send after my trunk from the
depot," he announced, preparing to go.
" 'Farewell! a long farewell to all ray
my
greatness.' Angellne, good-bye- ,
dear."
His eyes were misty. Suddenly my
anger left me. After all I should miss
his big, breezy presence. I kissed him
"oj-uex-

-

t.

";,'

cold-bloode- d

-

heartily.'
Wilton Picked It Up.
house he could not have marched in
with more ngjjposure. I stood in the
Jiatl behind ray husband, listening to
.the words of reunion.
"Wilt, old boy! Give me both
hands." I never heard a ' heartier,
''
nwe affectionate voice.
"Confound you, Lucas! You make
me giaa to get you DacK"
"Can't help it, Wilt. I had to come.
Five years, you know. Where's my
dear little sister. Oh! I heard. Ah!"
This last exclamation was to me' as
1
stepped forward.
r.rctherLufas-wa- s
the;::, biggest,
broadest, heartiest, rosiest man you
can knaglne, and not at all evil look
ing. His high arched eyebrows over
th shrewd, hazel "eyes, gave him a
look of constant surprise;' his clean-s- i
aven lips possessed a comical twrat,
lii-- i chin was round and
belligerently
prominent; It was a lace of numor
defiance. ; He might,
"pud
bi bad as the world reckons; careless,
rcskless, but never mean. I trusted
h n at sight and liked him.
The appetite of Lucas made- me
tumble, although I did not begrudge
him a mouthful. He was very merry,
and talked like a lecturer. His easy
'
confidence, his manners,, his wonderful
command of language, impressed me
deeply. Could this man have been a
criminal, a jail bird? I would not believe It
Shortly after eight came the trunk
of Brother Lucas, a hard looking affair with a rope about it
"Pay the expressman, Wilt," said
jovially. "I'll make
my brother-in-lait right by and by."
Poor Wilton! It was only a quarter,
but he produced the coin with a wry
face. Evidently our guest hadn't a
v
'penny.
Lucas retired early. He was singing
"Angellne" to the baby at six in the
morning. His delightful baritone sent
me to sleep again with "Kathleen
While dressing, I heard
conversation in the road.
Ramsgate had arrived. The social
Lucas t;as holding forth beside his
wagon. I hurried and went down. In
stalked the farmer, all smiles.
- "How many eggs can you spare?
I
put the question nervously.
:

good-nature- d

He wrung Wilton's hand. Then came

the last straw. "Five dollars will see
me through, old boy," he said carelessly. "I have a return ticket but Til

need something for meals."
I admired my husband. "Oh! take
ten," he smiled, and actually gave this
bill. ,
robber his last
"Thanks!" said Lucas, with a sort
of sob, and was gone.
Wilton spoke
INo mail
wearily.
, "Nothing hut a circular. Brother
met the postman. What is that on the
card receiver?" My glance naturally
turned to the usual receptacle for our
ten-doll-

-

letters.

FILIPIK03.

Club Responsible for Amel
ioration of Conditions.

The Philippine Women's club, the
first of its kind in the Philippines, is
struggling to supplement its work ofsupplying sterilized milk to sickly, illfed infants by establishing a email
maternity hospital and a training class
for maternity nurses. This club was
n
due to a suggestion from Miss
Felix, who was at the time a
student of law anl who In the course
of her studies became interested in the
woman movement in the western
countries. This was in the summer of
1905, and Miss Felix's suggestion was
so enthusiastically received that a
club with a membership of several
hundred native women was quickly
v
formed.
Having determined to establish a
center for the distribution of pure
milk, the club gave a garden party in
the palace grounds for the purpose of
raising the necessary funds. More
than $2,500 was cleared at this enter
tainment and the sterilizing apparatus
was imported from Paris. A building
was contributed by Dr. Doherty and
the work begun .under the personal
supervision of a number of
Filipino physicians.
At present the number of children
cared for is between 50 and 75. The
sterilizing deDartment is said to be a
little model of Its kind.

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

12, 1909

PENITENTIARY BIDS.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 5, 1909.
Sealed proposals will be received
Com
by the Board of Penitentiary
missioners at the office of the super
intendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., June
1, 1909, for furnishing and delivering
at the New Mexico Penitentiary, the
supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so
much thereof as the board may deem
sufficient Payment for said supplies
to be made in cash. Delivery of all
supplies except perishable articles
must be directed by the superintend-

ent

;

'

-

,Dear Sister I had hard work carrying
out my little Joke. I own a silver mlns
In N. M., that Is panning out the equivalent of that trifle every six weeks. Lone
may she pan! By the way, I took the liberty of settling with your farmer, butch-h
er, etc. Bald that Wilt had sent me,
being busy, so they will never know.
Love to the baby. Take a vacation at
once. Pardon, hasty scrawl.
BROTHER LUCAS.
P. 8. If I come again next summer
will you feed me on scrambled eggs?
Will I? Just wait until he comes!
Nervy.
"I wanted some lump sugar," exclaimed 'the angry customer, as he
looked over the packages. "What does
that grocer mean by sending me soft
sugar?"
."Well," laughed the grocer's boy,
as he moved nearer the door, "he said
If you didn't like it 70a could lamp

If

USE
j

j

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

:

Samples will be required of all arti- cles marked with an asterisk number, and all samples must be labelled,
showing name of bidder, ana name
and full description of article. Samples must be delivered at the office of
the superintendent, not later than 9
o'clock a. m. on said day. All bids to
be made strlcty In accordance with
the conditions on blank proposals.
which will be furnished by the superintendent on application. No bids
otherwise made, will "be entertained.
A bond will be required from all suc
cessful, bidders, for the faithful fulfillment of contracts, within ten days
of award, and a certified check of. 10
per cent of the amount of bid will be
required to be furnished with bid.
Groceries, Meats, Etc. '
40,000 lbs Fresh beef, prime quality,
necks and shanks excluded,
Beef to be furnished at such
times and quantities as the
board may direct
2,500 lbs Bologna sausage "
2,000 lbs; Pork sausage, in bulk
300 lbs Breakfast bacon
3,000 lbs Dry salt bacon
WITH BULLS
SPEED CONTESTS
3,000 lbs Lard compound, 50s
600 lbs Oleomargarine
Form of Sport That la Extremely Pop , 500 lbs American
cream cheese
In
Burma.
ular
2,000 lbs Navy beans
300 lbs K. C. baking powder In 5
A, form of sport very popular in
lb ,cans ,
Burma is bull racing. These contests
10,000 lbs Imperial high grade flour,
the
are largely attended by
natives,
or equal grade
who "bet considerable sums of money 40,uou ids Diamond "M" flour, or
,
on the result. A native sportsman
equal grade
100 lbs Black pepper, in bulk
who owns one of these bulls, values it
1,500 lbs Rice
at $12,000, and it is said to bring him
2,000 lbs Table salt in 25 lb sacks
in' an annual Income of from $5,000 tq
'
state
6,000 lbs Granlated
..
sugar,
i
$7,000.
whether cane or beet
In Hagenback's famous zoo in Ham
100 lbs Pulverized sugar
burg, Germany, are to be found several
1,500 lbs Macaroni, in bulk
500 lbs Raisins, good grade
specimens of giant tortoises from the
Galanaeos islands. These monsters
150 lbs Red chili, ground
4 cases Sunburst' corn,
weigh several hundred pounds each,
sugar
corn
and have become quite tame. Frequent60 cases.- Colton tomatoes
ly the German youngsters utilize them
300 gals Syrup, in 2 gallon jackets
in races. The riders mount upon the
name kind
backs of their ungainly steeds, and
30 butts Star chewing tobacco
holding before the animal's mouths a
800 lbs Dukes Mixtures ., smoking
head of lettuce attached to a rod, urge
tobacco, in 2 oz sacks
end
until
the
to
on
them
greater speed
12 doz House brooms
of the course Is reached. Sunday
4 doz Scrubbing brushes
Magazine.
8
1,500 lbs Dried prunes,
lbs Dried apples
1,500 lbs Dried peaches
8neezlng as an Art.
'
1,000 lbs Oat Flake, in bulk
"Yesterday," said the pretty girl, "I
2,000 lbs Hominy, In bulk
met a sneezing teacher. I don't mean
600 lbs Corn meal, in 25 lb sacks
a teacher who sneezes, but a person
2,500 lbs Roasted coffee '
how to
who teaches other people
250 lbs Crackers, in bulk
sneeze. I had always understood that
250 lbs Crackers, in 1 lb pkgs
New York attracts instructors in every
6,000 lbs Mexican beans
art known to modern education, but a 4 cases Hops, in
lb pkgs
18 cases Yeast Foam, in 4 lb pkgs
professor of sneezing struck me as
decided novelty.
4 cases Salmon
"I am going to take a few lessons.
200 lbs Dried currants
'
' 40 lbs Green tea
The professor argues that he is a very
Feed and Hay.
useful member of society. Nobody, he
10 tons Alfalfa
claims, can prevent sneezing, no mat
60 tons Hay
ter how many formulas and medica40,000 lbs Oats
ments may be absorbed. But though
"'
4,000 lbs Bran
a sneeze may not be avoided it may
50,000 lbs Corn
be cultivated, and from a stertorous
'
10 tons Straw
snort it may be modified into a gentle,
Coal.
melodious trill.. For anybody who is
tons Mine Run, free from slate
likely to startle the neighborhood with
or other foreign substance, conwell
Is
sneezes
the
experiment
freqent
tract to run from June 1st, 1909,
worth while."
to May 31st, 1910
7,000 tons Lump Coal, free from- slate
' Some Birds That Don't Migrate. '
or other foreign substance, con
'
tract to run from June 1st, 1909",
"It is a curious thing," said Prof.
to May 31st, 1910
Henry Bird, an ornithologist of Rye,
N. Y., at the Rennert, "that birds of
Clothing, Etc.
12 borts Toweling
European origin do not adopt the mi6 bolts Heavy drilling
gratory habits of our native birds. The
15 bolts Cotton flannel
English sparrow never seems to get
100 yds Cadet Blue (Uniform Cloth)
wise to the advantage of going south
sample from superintendent on
In winter to avoid the rigors of a
application
northern climate, though be might get
300 yds Cadet
(Uniform
firay
the tip from our wild fowl or the
Cloth) sample from supreintend:
robin family. Of late years we have
on
ent
applicatfcm
had in Westchester county the starl15 bolts Shirting, Hamilton Stripes
25 bolts
ing, also an English importation, ant I
extra heavy
notice that this newcomer follows out
12 bolts Standard drill
the exact ways of his predecessor, the
1 bolt Hair Cloth
2 bolts- Stripes (Uniform
sparrow, in that he stays constantly
Cloth)
,
seain
regardless of the.
on
sanfple from superintendent
" f
sons." Baltimore American.
application
6 gross Wlilte cotton thread No. 30
6 grose Black cotton thread No. 30
Sight. ) j 3 gross WTiIte cotton thread No. 24
Insects, with
A 'German scientist has discovered 3 gross Black cotton thread No. 34
that many insects, such as moths and 3 gross White cotton thread No. 12
"
sight. ' This 3 grose Black cotton thread No. 12
butterflies, have
100 dor Turkey red handkerchiefs
means that the eyes of these Insects
6 doz Tailor's thimbles, assorted'
can see with something similar to
sizes
objects invisible to human eyes
12 grose Front pant buttons. "
If
unless aided by a fluoroscope.
24 gross Suspender buttons
;
Bunlighj has enough of the X
,1 box Draftsman's lead, black?
rays in it for the butterflies to see
Harware.
clearly, the world must be a strange 2 kegs No. 2 Horse shoes
scientist
This
believes
2 kegs No. 3 Horse ehoes
sight to them.
that they can. see through the clothes 2 kegs No. 5 Horse shoes
and fleBh of human beings and behold 2 kegs No. 6 Horse shoes
us walking about in our skeletons clad 2 kegs No. 2 Mule shoes ;
25 lbs No. 7 Nails (New Standard) '
in a translucent covering of flesh.
25 lbs No. 6 Nafta (New Standard
25 lbs No. 2 Toe calks
A Flat Child.
25 lbs No. 3 Toe oalks
"I was a flat child," he said. "I "was 25 lbs No. 4 Toe calks
inch Nuts threaded
born and brought up in a New Tork 10 lbs
flat. I have never known what It is 2 kegs Wire nails, lOd
2
kegs Wire nails, 8d
to live anywhere else."
2 kegs Wire nails, 20d
She looked him over. He was six
The board of New Mexico Penften-tlar- y
feet two in his stocking feet and broad
Commissioners reserve the right
in proportion. He not only filled the to
reject any ana an Bias.
chair he sat in, but he seemed in this
Jn submitting bids for the above
great health and strength and bigness bnpplles. bidders should write plainly
to fill the flat
on envelope the following: "Bids for
"You are not like those little flat supplies for the Newi Mexico
the name of bidder
doga, are you?" she said. "Those little long dogs that are born under a to avoid opening of bids by mistake.
Samples may be sent separately,
chiffonier to fit a flat, those Dachsto the
plainly mtiked and numbered,
hunds?"'
v
superintendent.
All supplies will be furnished in
His Game.
such quantities and at such times as
,
When he had stepped on her feet the superintendent .may direct
By order of the board of ' penitenfor about the sixth time she stopped
tiary commissioners.
dancing.
JOHN W. GREHN,
.
"I will sit down now," she said (Signed)
Superintendent
yuietly: "I see that you prefer
well-know- n

;
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And You Will Always Have
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BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
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Official City Contractors

All klndt of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Jobl
promptly attended to. Only best material used. All work guaranteed.

OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.

PHONE OLIVE S41.

THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN

HOUSE

-

JOBBERS OF

General "Merchandiee-

,

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

.

80-90"
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Bed-tickin-

-

one-place-

"From the bank." Wilton picked it
up. "More trouble, I fear, I can't be
overdrawn again?"
His frightened look gave place to a
wild glare of astonishment as he gazed
at the lnclosure.
what?" I shrieked.
j "Oh!
"Nothing," he answered dully, like
one In sleep. "My account has been
credited with $10,000, that's all. Deposited by Lucas Messenger, Esq." ,
Then he broke down, telling me to
"V
leave him.'
It was natural, perhaps, that 'I
should go straight to brother's room,
to the place he had been, had slept
"V
my heart was bursting.
A note on the pincushion caught my
eye in a second, weeping blindly as I
' ,
was.
'.
I
me!
and
breath
For
caught my

read:

Women'

t

AMONG

DAILY OPTIC,

X-ra- y

.

f

Wast

Ada bring results)

A. W. Rawlings of Greeley, ColoCONTEST NOTICE.
(Serial No. 06427)
rado, waa in Roy and while there
Department of the Interior, United
took advantage of the opportunity to
Office, Santa Fe, N. M-- ,
file on a homestead a short distance States Land
April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest
from town.
affidavit having been filed in this
office by Epaphras Lee Beal, contestant, against homestead entry No.
Whooping Cough.
14168, made May 4, 1908, for SE
This is a more dangerous disease Section
32, Township 17 north, Range
than is generally presumed. It will
mot Xt H.r r mafan tv TVrtT.
be a surprise to many to learn that els J.
Dorsey, contestee, in which it
more deaths result from it than from is
alleged that Francis J. Dorsey has
scarlet fever. Pneumonia often reabandoned said land for more
sults from it. Chamberlain's Cough wholly
than elx months last past, has never
in
been
used
many epi- established a residence thereon and la
Remedy has
demics of whooping cough, and al- not now residing upon and cultivat- ways with the best results. Delbert )nc cnfil Innd na rnnnfreri hv law. said
McKelg of Harlan, Iowa, says of It: parties are hereby notified to appear,
"My boy took whooping cough when respond, and offer evidence touching
nine months old. He had it in the said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on
winter. I got a bottle of Chamber- June 24, 1909, before Robert U M.
lain's Cough Remedy which proved Ross, U. S. court commissioner, at
it too Las Vegas, N. M. (and that final
good. I cannot recommend
highly." For sale by all dealers.
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a.
m. on July 6, 1909, before) the regisMrs. L. Strong of Cottonwood Falls. ter and receiver at the United States-lanoffice in Santa Fe, N. M
Kansas, arrived at Roy and will take
The said contestant having, in a
no a permanent residence on her proper affidavit filed May 4, 1909, eet
flaim near there.
forth facts which show that after due
diligence personal service of this notice can not be made, it is hereby orLived 152 Years.
dered and directed that such notice
Wm. Parr England's .oldest man
be given by due and proper publicamarried the third time at 120, worked tion. Record address of contestee:
in the fields till 132 and lived 20 Watrous, N. M.
. .
be
years
longer. People should
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
youthful at 80. James Wright, of
Spnrlock, Ky., shows how to remain
young. "I feel jiist like a
CONTEST NOTICE .
six
boy," he writes, "after taking
(Serial No. 06283)
Electric
Bitters.
For
Bottles of
thirty
of
Interior, United
Department
years Kidney trouble made life a States Land Office,theSanta
Fe, N. M.,
burden, but the first bottle of this
sufficient contest afwonderful medicine convinced me I April 9, 1909 Abeen
filed In this ofBad found the greatest cure on earth." fidavit having
N. Trujillo, contestd
to weak, sickly fice by Ramonhomestead
They're a
entry No.
against
rundown or old people. Try them. ant,
13972, made April 16, 1908, for S 8
50c at all druggists.
S 2 NE 4 Section 3 .Town- NW
"
ship 16 north, Range 21 east, N. M. P.
"A. Li. Hurt who went to Clovis re- - meridian, by Herman N. Gillis,
from Tennessee has formed a testee, in which it to alleged that the
neTer "T"1
5""lsiaf
partnership 'with the Gold real es- - ldn us uu uvi
ua,uc7
au; ijlu
rate company there.
provements thereon nor in any way
Oomn1ifd with thA linmoafonil
law
said parties are hereby notified to apRev. I. W. Williamson's Letter.
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington, pear, respond, and offer evidence
said allegation at 10 o'clock
W. Va.. writes:
"This Is to certify touching
a. m. on June 7, 1909, before Robert
that I used Foley's . Kidney Remedy L.
for nervous exhaustion and kidney at M. Ross, U. S. court commissioner,
trouble and am free to say that It will M. Las Vegas, San Miguel county, N.
(and that final hearing will be
do all that yon claim for it." Foley's
held at 10 o'clock a. m. on June 17,
healt'h
restored
Kidney Remedy has
1909
the register and receiver
and strength to thousands of weak, at thebefore)
States land office In
run down people. Contains no harm j Santa United
N.
M.
Fe,
,
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O.
ine sam contestant having, In a
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
proper affidavit, filed May 4, 1909, set
forth facts which show that after due
iue i,pwono league win nolo, a diligence personal service of this nobneaar In the basement of the Metho tice cannot be made, it is hereby ordered and directed that such notice
dist, church, at Raton, May 18
be given by due and proper publication. Record address of contestee:
Osage. Iowa.
Boys will Be Boys
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
and are always
getting scratches,
'Ini
cuts, sprains, bruises, bumps, burns,
or scalds. Don't neglect such things
A. B. Smith and wife of Ada, Okla
tbey may result serious if you do.
Apply Ballard's Snow Liniment ac- homa,, are among the newcomers to
cording to directions right away and Roy, they being there to' file on a
It will relieve the pain and heal the homestead.
trouble. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00.
Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
The End of the World
should it come tomorrow would find
Rev. F. F. Grim, of Albuquerque is
of the people suffering wita
fully
holding a series of meetings at the rheumatism
of either slight or se
Christian church in Lordsburg.,
rious nature Notwiv t,
with rheumatism for Ttniia'.
For a burn or ecald apply Chamber- Liniment
lain's Salve. It will allay the pain relieves thedrives away the trouble,
almost insUntly and quickly heal the the user as pain instantly and leaves
well and suddIb an tw.
injured parts. For sale by all deal year old. Sold
by Center Block De-ers.
i"Jt Jjrug uo.
1--
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UttDERTAKtttQ PARLOBB

THE W; U. LEWIS COMPANY.

The only exolusive undertakers In
Lm Vegas.
vmce and Residence
610 Lincoln A vena

'
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NEWS

Judge Hart,, of Portales, announces
intention of moving to CJovis in
'
the near future.
of
Marshalltown,
Harry iDcwney,
Iowa, is at Clovis visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Downey at Hotel
"

At Mrs. Tipton's, 1107
Seventh street, a woman for gener-- .
al housework.

WANTED

fcis

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
.

.

Short. Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
(

THE BEST

d-

HANDLED

-

Clovis.
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The Rev. J. Gilmore Smith Ph. D-has arrived at Roswell and taken
charge of the Southern Presbyterian
church there.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
We have never claimed that S. S. S. was a medicine to work
T. C. Tillotson, United states land
nor one that would cure every physical ailment or disorder.
wonders,
his
wife,
with
Roswell
left
register,
for a few weeks' stay at Mineral More tnan forty years ago it was placed on the market and recommended
CHAPMAN LODOS NO. J. A. F. & A.
PHYSICIANS.
'
as a blood purifier, and
Wells, Texas.
M
today, after a long and successful career, and
Regular
win-lwhen
its use has become almost universal, only the same honest claim
and
DR.
L.
HAMMOND
hi?n
E.
cold
late
The
snap
first and
at Hillsboro put another crimp In ta. is made For it that it is a cure for those diseases and disorders arising
DENTIST
In
nlrd Tbuisday
fruit
crop which will be e ;x;(1ingly trom an impure or polluted blood. Time makes no mistakes, and the
Both
Visit- Suite 4, Crockett
Building.
?acn month
.
this season.- very best recommendation of S. S. S. is the fact that it has stood a
v
light
phones at office and residence.
long
ing brothers cordial
W. E. Wiggins salesman at M F. test and is now more
and has the confidence of a
used,
generally
M..
ly Invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W
tillIDownes & Co., at Silver City was
greater number of people than any other blood medicine.
Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
The blood is the most vital force of life;
ed to Oklahoma by the serious '11- every organ, nerve,
ness of his father.
muscle, tissue and sinew of the body is dependent on it for nourishment
arrived
DENTIST
VEGAS
COMMANDERT
LAS
NO.
2.
Mrs. Quinche, of Topeka,
,
and strength, and. as it circulates through the
system, pure and rich, it
in Clovis to be with her husband, who furnishes to these different
i
Knights Templar. Regular
members
the
healthful
properties needed to
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
has the' contract for steam heating preserve them and enable them
eonclavt second Tuesday In
I
to
79
house.
Phone Vegas
the Harvey
each month at Maaonic
l
perrorm their various duties. So
Having used S. S. 8. extenJim C. Champion city marshal, left long as the blood
femple, 7:30 p. m. Joha S. Clark,
remains free from
sively loan testify to it merits
F. R. LORD, DENTI8T
Roswell for Brownwood, Tex., having infection we
V. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
as a blood purifier and tonio.
are apt to. escape dis
received word that his father is lying ease, but
It enriches, purifies and
Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
humor
any
or
impurity,
cleanses the blood of all impurat the point of death.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- - Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
poison acts injuriously on the sys-- ;
ities, and at the aame time la a
Jack Stark left Silver. City for tern and
wonderful invigorator, tonio
affects the general health.
Arch Masons.
Regular
Leader; Room 8 8 and 4. : Phone Ransas City, whence he will probably
and system builder. It is also
Pustular
convocation first Monday in
Main 57.
eruptions,
a fine remedy for Rheumatism.
studie3
art
pimples,
to
pursue his,
go to Paris
each month et Masonic
rashes, and the various skin affecIt is master of this very painfor six or seven months.
ful disease, and as a tonio to
M. R
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
concerts tions, show that the blood is in a,
ATTORNEYS.
Ths plan for
appetite, strength to the
H.
feverish
P..
H
condition as a result of
Williams.
has,
nerves and build up the sysduring the summer months In the
'
some
HUNKER
tem
H.
GEORGE
has no equal,
or
it
the
humor,
gporleder, Secretary.
presence of an
coi rt house square, at Roswell, are
is a very fine medicine
It
acid.
Law
success.
irritating,
Rheumatism
at
fiery
with
good
eetlng
Attorney
indeed, and I have every confidence in it.
The Rice Storage and Transfier comes from an excess of uric acid
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New
in the circulation, while Catarrh,
MKS.F. L. BAILEY.
will begin a large
company
102 Linden St., Clearfield, Pa.
Knigbts of Pythias ; Mexico.
Sores
and
Scrofula"
new
the
brick
Ulcers,
freight
and
building opposite
meet every Monday
Contagious Blood Poison, are all
depot at Clovis In the near future.
evening in Castle
E. MORRISON
GEORGE
Roswell has free mail delivery, the deep-seate- d
blood disorders that will continue to
Hall, Visiting Knights
grow worse as long as
are cordially invited.
four
carriers
the
cause
served
by
remains.
Bad blood may come from various causes, such as
people
being
J. F. SACKMAN.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
and a splendidly organized office force a sluggish condition of the system, imperfect bowel and
Chancellor Commandkidney action,
er.
i.nder Postmaster Robert Kellahtn.
indigestion, etc., or the trouble may be inherited; but whatever the cause
W. D. KENNEDY.
Office: Wheeler Bldg. B. Las Vegas
Lee Crews returned from Hnle lo .the blood must be purified before the
body can be healthy.
Keeper ol Record and
Hillsboro where he went to attend n
.!
S. S. S.-- is a natural blood
Seal.
and tonic. It is made entirely
purifier
cattle shipment. Some 7,000 head of of the harmless
juices and extracts of roots, herbs and barks of recogcattle, were shipped from thirf po!nS.j nized curative
and being free from all harmful minerals is an
ability,
FRATER-TRUDKB.
Prop.
I'INCJSNT
3ALDY LODGE, NO. 77,
A prominent citizen of Roswell re
safe medicine for young or old. S. S. S. goes down into the
absolutely
AMERICA
OF
UNION
NAL
from a big concern in circulation and
reported Wines, Liquors and Cigars. ceived a letter
removes any and every trace of impurity, humor or
Me ts first and third Wednesday of no. 501 Railroad Avenue. Opposite New York City written in Spanish.
freshens
it
and enriches the blood and cures promptly and
poison,
Brothereach month at Fraternal
The answer was sent back in Danish.
Railroad Depot'
Rheumatism,
permanently
F.
M.;
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Skin
Chas.
Trambley,
hood ball.
J. E. Rhea has returned to Ros
Billiard Tables Ir Connection
Bertha C. ThomhiH. Secretary. Viswell from Old Mexico, where he tin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison, and all other blood disorders. S. S. S.
is the most reliable and at the same time a most
New Mexico
invited.'
East Las Vega
pleasant acting medibeen on a business trip. lit thippeC
iting members cordially
some cattle while there to this coun cine for those whose blood has become weak and who are suffering with
Anaemia, Malaria or some other debilitating sickness. .
r
try.
REBEKAH LODGE, I. 0. 0. F.,
A blood purifier is especially needed in the
,
W. W. P. McConnell, of Mankato,
Spring to cleanse the
meets second and fourth Thursday
THOHNHIU,
circulation
the
accumulated
which
of
have
I.
during the
impurities
well
known
the
a
horticulturist
Minn.,
evenings or etch month at
shut-i- n
life of Winter, and S. S. S. is the most reliable and certain of
a
editor
of
and
and
Bertha
Becku,
Miss
publisher
farming
hall.
O. O. F.
Book on the blood and medical advice free. S.S.S. is for
G.f
Floral Designs for Weddings,
magazine, Is Im Albuquerque for a good results.
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V.
'
Cut
etc.
sale
all
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Ade--i
Funerals,
at
Parties,
;
fov
drug stores.
days.
Mrs. s. F. Dailey, Secretary
Flowers always on hand.
S.
W.
in
bond
the
Strlckler,
giving
Treasurer.
lene Smith.
AND GABDENING
am of $20,000, was appointed admin- TREES PRUNED
Jno. A. Anderson, of the Clovis NaZ. Z. savave, or Amarlllo, pur
trator de bonis non. of the estate of tional bank, is'having the finishing chased the Buffet saloon at Clovis,
1
'
"
attended to.
CP.O"."E"TkIEEtS SECOND AND
ihe late M. S. Otero, by the probate touches put to his new house In Kast
eash
evenings
fourth Tuesday
Judge "at Albuquerque.
Clovis.
Biliousness and Constipation.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
506 Grand Ave.
Phone Main 167.
Dr. P. G. Cornish left, Albuquerque
For1 years I was troubled, with bil
W.
Bank.
invited.
San
are
Miguel
cordially
brothers
Opposite
for Rochester, Minn., where he will
'
A Happy Father
iousness and
constipation, which
East Las Vegas, N. M.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Contrend clinical work at a big hospital is soon turned to a sad one if he has made life miserable for me. My ap
don, secretary.
there, going from that city to New to walk the floor every night with a petite faHed me. I lost my usual
force and vitality. Pepsin preparaYork for a business "visit.
crying baby. McGee's Baby Elixir tions
and cathartics .only mad mat
EASTERN STAR. REGULAR COMto
Ra
has
K.
returned
Hunt
James
will, make the child well, soothe Its ters worse. I do not know where
fourth
and
hecoiid
,iotir.n
ton from a very pleasant visit with nerves; induce healthy, normal slum I should have been today had I not
illUUll"""
month.
Stomach and
his brothers at their homes, Charles ber. Best for disordered bowels and tried Chamberlain's
Thursday evenings of each
are
sour stomach all teething babies Liver Tablets. The tablets relieve
All visiting brothers 'and sisters
V. Hunt in El Paso, Texas, and June
need it. Pleasant, to take, sure, and the ill feelinK at once, strengthen the
Sarah A.
Hunt In Chihuahua, Mexico.
cordially invited. Mrs.
wear
a ii for iblrtv-slmi
safe contains no harmful drugs. Price
nrM wtt.li nil
Ida
functions, purify the stomMrs.
CascareM
I
One year ago lut April began taking
J. G. Hedgecoxe returned to Ros 25 and 50 cents per bottle. Sold by digestive
1 noticed
Chaffin, worthy matron;
for constipation. In the course of a weekend
and blood, helping the sysliver
ach,
of si
the
he pi lei began to disappear and at an.
well from McKlnney, Texas, where Center Block Depot Drug Co.
viwearc-a- ve
me at
Seelinger, secretary.
tem to do its work naturally. Mrs.
eeks they did not trouote
done wonders for me. I am entirely cured au4
Rosa Potts, Birmingham,' Ala. Thesa
be. went about a week ago, with the
Ml like a new man. ueorge Jkryaer, fiapoieoa, v
NO.
w ao vtrriAS LODGE
Mrs. V. S. Gustln has opened an tablets are for sale at all dealers.
of his father, who was burremains
.,
r
'
' i. u. U.
Best For
evening at
led in the old home burying ground ice cream parlor in the building next
4. meete every Monday
.
1 L
;H. R. Webb sold his grocery at Ros
The
5owels
All viait- "
door to the Liberal office at Lords-burthere.
y
ttmir hall in Sixtn sweou
wtll to J. R. Cothran.
o
returned
C.
Alexander
W.
has
invited
Dr.
brethren cordially
G-- ,
C. w.
from Colorado Springs, where he
George Lewis, N. JCANDY CATHARTIC
Wertz,
,
went to see his son, who is serious- er
V.
G.;.
McAlH-1
treasurer.
sick, in a sanitarium. The young
.ecretary; W. E. Crltes, trustee.
to not xnected to live but a
man
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
short time.
NO. llever Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, ISc, Rte. Never
Mrs. Agnes Morley Cleaveland 4h.e
BROTHERHOOD,
no
J
DniK.
in
tola
itenuui.
i twbnaL
nuranteed to cure or your money back.
at
writer, left Silver City for
magazine
.
f
ovptv Friday eight
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 593
cattle ranch in the Datil moun
her
building
!EVw nervous, tired women, we recommend Car- BOXES
Schmidt
their ball in. the
tfo
MXUAL SALE, TEM K1LLI08
tains, whence she will prohably go
' west of Fountain Square, at eight
acts specifi- Cardui is a woman's medicine.
the Grand Canyon of Arizona to reV
memTbel8
o'clockoaW on thfl female orffans and has tome, Dunamg
., Francisco Baca, who is Implicate J In main a month.
Jas.
contains no harmful
Madrid two
dlally welcome.
of Albuquerque arrived
Manuel
K.
effect on the whole svstem.
Mandell
mnrder
of
th
secretary.
,dent; Jas. R. Lowe,
a
surrendered
been
to
by in Silver City
accept
position
fncrredierrfa- - beincr a Tjure yezetable extract.
you
years ago, has
in with the Sam Schiff Co., vice M.
confined
now
is
and
bondsmen
Cardui
h's
miff
female
of
trouble,
COUNsome
form
from
get
er
EIGHTS OF COLVMBUS.
Elaupson resigned. Mr. Elaupson has
and jail at Hillsboro.
once and give a
; second
triaL;
Nord-bau- s
CIL Nor 804, meets
accepted a position with H.
R.
C.hall,PIon.
'
at Demlng.
fourth ThuWO.
Chamberlain's Liniment.
Visiting members
Chas. O. McCue of Snyder,. OklahoThis is' a new preparation and
bldg.
w.
zood one. It is especially valuable ma, who had been, in, Clovis, prospect
cordially invited,
S.
F.
as a cure, for chronic and muscular
Mackel.
P.
:
E
for a location in the land business.
G. K
rheumatism, and for the relief from ing
has
"
gone home, to return shortly wi.th
Da!n which It affords in acute inflam
AND l Hm"m3t0ry rheumatism. Those who have his family and establish
a "land
FlRrfT
MEETS
E
r. O.
.
J
If
I
office there.
specialty"
Tiiaarlav ovPTilnes eacn mouw, ""fused it nave mvanamy tyuaou.uj
Visit- la the highest terms of praise. Lame
Amarlllo,-Hall.
of
Alexander
Brotherhood
Davidson,
fraternal
back, lame shoulder and stiff neck
e- -e
coraiai.y Invited. are due to rheumatism of the muse Texas, bought about $5,000 worth of.
Ins brothers
E. "C.
les. usually brought on by expo- - real estate in Clovis last week. He
Jno Thornhill. president;
Ky., tried Cardui and writes :
Mire to cold or damp, and are quick closed a deal later for the building in
Hra. W. W. Gardner, of Pa&ioftH,
Ward, Secretary.
iv cured by applying this liniment which the Clovis national bank is loI hAT been usiiM it for eleven years.
freelv and massaging the affected
old and fael lika a different woman, since have been
FRATERNAL Darts. , Soreness of the muscles cated, at a consideration of $11,500. j
I am 48 yearsused
aUEDMEN MEET IN
to tuffer from bearing down ains, nervousness
f
i
I
tikinir
J. F. Bennett a former owneand whether Induced by violent exercise
Brotherhood hall every second
Bleep good.
iaaOeepkeenew, but now the pains are all gone andl
or injury, is allayed by this liniment, the famous Clebega springs nsar Pi; j
"
old."
it.
and
for
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth For sale by all dealers.
Cardnl
Try
recommend
young
highly
nos Altos, now the property of the
wet
run. Visiting brothers always R.
on
government arrived in Silver City
AT ATT. DETO STOBES
James
come to th wigwam
Renewed activity in mining is vec a visit to his daughter Mrs. C. E.
Davis,
H.
Waite
Lowe, sachem;
of much in evidence all along tht gri'Ct Dimmick. Mr. Bennett's home is in
chief of record and collector
mineral belt of the Black Range.
.
Texas.
"V. wampum.
Smashes all Records.
ORIQIIIAE,
laxative tonic and
.;. E. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, I. As an
no other pills can com
LAXATIVE
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes- health-builde- r
pare with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
day of the month in the. vestry Thev
tone and resnilate stomach, liv
HONEY and TAF
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- er and kidneys, purify the blood,
Visitstreet
Throat
katka
las avenue and Ninth
the nerves; cure ConstiCurei Coucrhi. Coldi. Croup, La Grippe.
Invited. strengthen
pation, Dyspepsia, Biliousness. Jauning brothers are cordially
and
Pntumonla
Consumption
tutd Luns
X dice, Headache, Chills and Malaria.
Chas Greenclay, f resident; Rabbi
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFEB AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY
25o at all druggists.
them.
Try
Raisin, secretary.
,
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'Wi

J

semi-weekl- y

$90 A MONTH,
at start, ro

$70 expense allowance
put out .. merchandise
and grocery catalogues. Mail Order House. American Home Supply
6
Co., Desk 45, Chicago, 111.
5--

dy
to represent, ua at
home; good position, good pay and
tailor-mad- e
suit free in 90 days.
reliable
Experience unnecessary;
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
'"
6
Chicaner

WANTE&T-La-

'

5--

WANTED

A cheap

Address Box

safe.

fire-pro-

tf

City."

You to buy lumber at J8,
S. L. Barker,' Beulah,

WANTED

and

$10

273,

$12.

N. M.
FOR RENT.

FOR RENT
Light Housekeeping
rooms and furnished rooms with
electric light and bath. 710 Grand
ave.

.

8

RENT

VOR

,

furnished

Eight-roo-

cottage modern
Improvements.
v
' '
Eighth st.

1004

.

FOR RENT Two or three furnished
looms, with electric light and bath.
Apply 920 Gallinas ave.

v

two-stor-

y

,

rue: annex

1

;

Florist

J.

RENT
cottage,, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.

FOR

,

(

.

FOR RENT

Fine brick house with 8
rooms, kitchen and bath, beautiful
lawn and large
yard opposite
frieght depot. See Cutler, over Ike
Davis' store. Phone, Vegas 101.
Good house at 1008 8th
See Frank Pepperd.

FOR RENT

street.

...

A number of
FOR RENT Cheap
good stalls, box or open in big barn,

close in. Apply H.
"The Hub."

M.

Northrup,

at

RENT The rooms over Chaa
Rosenthal's store.

FOR

The Rosenthal Bros.
hall for dances, socials and dancing
schools.'

FOR RENT

FOR 8ALE.

One lot of show cases
and table counters Chas Rosenthal.

FOR SALE

FOR SAliE
1018

as new.
Carriage, good
-

Fifth street"

-

Legal blank of all deand recorAs
scription. Notary
at the Optic office.

FOR SALE

for ale at The Op-OLD newspaper
tie office 10 cenu" n bundle.

.
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It Will Help You

i

it

d

mmm

I j.

Trouble. Prtrentt

THE

Athma.

Wednesday, May

121

h.

Miss
MARTHA ALEXANDER
Extraordinary

Violinist
and

EDITH PARKER

If

it fair

at

.

a

Duncan Opera House

Reader In

"Polly of the Circus
Smething

of unusual

in the musical

line,

9

merit
both

young ladies being from the
New
Lyceum Bureau in
York City.

Prices 50c and 75c

mm

for a number of weeks, was able to
be out in the sunshine a little

225 MEMBERS'

'

V
,'
May 11, 1909
Maximum ?5 mini- Tomnerature
Sanitary floor matting have you j
,
mum 35; range 40.
j
6 a. m. 35; 12 m. 20; Seen it? At Gehrlng's. ,
Humidity
6 p. m. 16; mean ,23.
RETIRING FROM BUSINESS
Forecast
Tonight ind Thursday
' High grade standard watches; any
north
frost
tonight.
portion
fair;
jewel or make at cost. Security Brok
erage Co., Lincoln ave., near depot.
LOCAL NEWS.

.(S2.000.)

SPECIAL RATES THIS WEEK ONLY
Boys-1- 0

.$4.50
6.75
. 9.00

,
to 14 years
to 18 years.
years and over .

Students-1- 5
Men-1- 8

Home-madbluing will not soil the
party will be held at. the Commercial
clothes, contains no oil, at the 5 and club
tomorrowrijiight and will be well
10 Cent store.attended. ... An enjoyable evening is
anticipated. Sanitary Boor matting haver you
"
Keen It? At Gehrlng's.
tor carnations
Call
Maip-27e

Join Now and Sacve the

Doll?acr

up

Some of r5he

-

Swimming Pool

Privileges Offered
:

; f Baths

Shower and Tub

DESKS

CORRESPONDENCE

Rons

Sleeping

Gymnasioo)

Onion.

Dance tonight at F. B. hall by Mrs.
O'Brienl

Rooms

Reading and Came

;

--

6

and other cut flowers. Floral designs
Ed French, has been housed, up In
made up., on short notice.
Perry
his room, sick, for the past week.

$300 for coming ye"ar
$700 o apply on deficit

50

TO RAISE

Qottt & LCOfl
11

IF

it OvM
CIi

h

Over 300 MEMBERS
LAST YEAR

ENJOYED ITS PRIVILEGES

Y0UBE0NE0F THEM THIS

;

YEAR

WHAT IT MEANS

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

s

,

has come to be recognized as a powerful and necessary
factor, both in business and in governmental matters.
A great Christian Association Club, established in an
adequate building, will keep men from drinking, gamb-blin- g
and other forms of vice, by offering them an opportunity to spend their annochppied hours in a home
atmosphere, surrounded by the best influences.

;

Gov. HUGHES, of New York:
THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

.

constitutes in my judgment, one of the most important
a
.11:1.
i J j ui
i me inaimeuaiice
.t proper Bianiurua
oi
iu
iiaciors ior
and exerts a powerful influence upon the young men
of this country. It is wholesome; its management, as I
and in the
have observed it, has been
.
best sense patriotic,
J;
'

I

.

broad-mind-

The largest and most complete
line of fishing tackle in the territory
at Gehrlng's.

Notice to Taxpayers.
Notice is hereby given that the sec
ond half of taxes of 1908 is due and
will become delinquent . on June 1,
1909, after 'which date a penalty will
be added 'as required by law.
EUGENIO ROMERO.
Treasurer and Collector.
Las Vegas N. M., May 12. 1909. ,

Ike Davis , L. V. Roller Mills
First Rational Bank
Graaf & Hay ward
Ludwig Wm, Ilfeld J. H. Stearns

La Pension dining room now open ' For the next ten days - the entire
Families" desiring Sunday
dinner stock of The Fair Store, consisting of
queensware, hardware, notions, etc.,
please order Saturday.
will be sold regardless of cost We
Un. hie moving to Clovis and do not care
, RETIRING FROM BUSINESS
common jewelry at cost. Security to pay freight' our loss is your gain
Brokerage Co., Lincoln ave., near The Fair, 518 Sixth street
depot.
Finch's , Golden Wedding Rye. ageo
Miss Charlotte Hayward. who has In the wood. Direct from distillery to
been confined to her room an3 couch yon. At the Lobby, of course.

r. lit

:

FINANCIAL

the

'

lt

Mil

641

H

t
7

RECEIPT!!
Mttmbernnip
Ken'als Diirt
A. T. &g.F. Ry...'
Agun Pura Co ...
Spei inl Subs'iui. .

IxM:vn

Towels

...

.

Educatld'ia)
BnrralnmeuU

Basket Ball
Miscellaneous

.

85

' 14
989

1909.

Yearly Est.
Tot.
0
Av.

09-1-

6888

078 2600
5247 1853 160O
8400 law 1800
450 156 100
1658
177
S48

.

'800
60
90

588
63

87

93 82
634 189)
207 73H60

. ..

120
18028

6000.

6361

EXPENDITURES-

Interest
Salaries
Care of Building
Heat
Want
:
Water .......

Liaundrr

,

8ta'y.Prtg-P8tit-

.i

2042 790
6991 2468

590
2400
827 997 830
821 290 S0O
837 296 300
em 215 250
597 210 200
638 190 180
143
61
60
219 77
110
89 50
442 156 440 LSyra,
199
70
50
1673 591 360

.... ..
.......

.

,

Magazines, etc.,

:.. ..

Educational
Social
Insurance

Rellgioua Work.
Miscellaneous.

.

6870 6000

18047

DEFICIT

9

25

and Janitor supplies Advertising

'Phone-Athleti- c

-

SUMMARY

.

Total Receipts, Current

16

Bpecial Subscriptions..
Pledges) ...v
Present Floating Debt

304

1658

,

200

j

1629

$ 18 851
18 047

To'al Current Expenne
Paid on Building. Account,

i got
I

19 851

MARK SET FOR THIS CAMPAIGN
225 Members.'

$2,000

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS:
For coming year. ...... ....$300
.
700
, .' To apply on deficit
(Leaving
'

S900

1,000

to clear up next year);

Total amount needed..

.

.$3,000

.

We're Loaning This Space Beccoise

We Believe in the Y.

m. C JJ.

P.Boucher
r J. A. Taichert
H O. Brown Trading Co.
Levy's
The Optic Co
Crystal Ice Co.
C.

V

Ipdl

58

REPORT

..i.L

I:

,

,

3 Years Ending April 3Q,

,

C; M Endorsed

v.

I.

J. C. Johnsen & Son consigned a
casket to Juan de Vigil on No. 1. today, a relative of that,. well known
citizen of Ribera having passed away.

ed

Space Leaned and

,

repairs, etc

Ladies' Altar Society.
Will give a social Friday night, May
7 The Royal
Highlanders will give a 21st, at Rosenthal hall. Admission 50
grand ball at O. R. C. hall Tuesday cents, refreshments Included.
evening, May 18, which promises to be
LOST Sorrel horse; star in face;
largely attended, r Refreshments will
- two white-feebe served.
t
Brand on left hip
Adolfo Rodriguez, minor heir of
D. R. MURRAY.
Nicola Rodriguez, deceased, has been
adopted by Atilana Gonzales at Encl- REMOVAL SALE
nosa. The arte of .the boy is 11 years.

Xbis

.

is a vocalist of wide reputation, will
appear here under the auspices' of the
The finest line of pearl buttons in Santa Fe reading room department
the city at 5c and 10c per dozen at Saturday evening at Y. M. C. A. hall.
the 5 and 10 Cent store.
The entertainment will be free.
..

!

-

17$

Enrolment
.
Magazines and Papers ou file
Letters written at correspondence desks, Daily Av
Total
Religious Meetings,
Attendance...

ig's.

served

tog
ioo

811

'

Caveny, the great clay molder and
Anything you want in fishing lackle:
the largest stock in the city, at Gehr cartoonist assisted by his wife, who

.

........I.

Attendance, Dally Average...
Uymnasiura Class Enrolment
Av. Mo. Attend In Classes
" "
" OutBlfle
"

"

..'

'

STATISTICS

'
Total
t
,
Baths Daily Average
Socials, Entertainments, etc, Av. monthly attend.
Doimitories, Av. daily occupancy .
Educational Classes-Subje- ct
Taught

'

.'

Straight Guggenheim Tye
over the bar at the Antlers.

lor Coming Ya.r

YEAR'S

A

:

President ;j6SSiid:

IN A WEEK

$3,000

Do:;.;Vw;.Part
6iue Cbem a Cift

.

cad

BOYS ARE HUSTLING

To Guara.ntee the Work

"

Mrs.' L. P. Wright returned home
last
night from Kansas City where
4Q0
acresi close in,, pate
Pasturage
a fine new line of
she
purchased
2 per month. Address box 31, city.
spring millinery. All her old custom
to call.
What would you think .of a 160 ers and new are invited
acres, seven miles from town at $4
On account of sickness of keeper,
per acre, or 160 acres 14 miles out at
stallion, Iowa Bob, will be found
my
f3? If you want them, write quickly to
at
ranch, 4 .1-- 2 miles east on
my
Box 301, East Last Vegas.
,.
until
further notice, Terms,
mesa,
W. F.
or
$15 for season,
cash
$12.50
If the trade now on foot goes
Calhoun.
soon
will
likely
through, Jake Graaf
he established In the dry goods busiC. L. Matt has been visiting town
ness for himself.
again from the Blake mill. .
Always hot water at Nolette barber
RETIRING FROM BUSINESS All
shop.
goods must be sold at cost within. 30
Co., LinWe have the famous Stearns Fos days. Security Brokerage
'
near
depot.
ter mattress. Come in and Bee it. F. coln ave.,
J. Gehring.
.
F. O. Blood, administrator of the
estate of A'.' 8. Moye, deceased, has
BTTSlNESS
RETIRING ' FROM
Trunks, grips and bags at cost. Se- made his final report to the .probate
'
curity Brokerage Co., Lincoln ave., court and" asked to be discharged.
The matter wilf come up for a hear'" "
rear depot.
ing, Friday, May '28. '
The Sanitary Crystal Glass ice
The largest and most complete
cream freezer, price $1.50. det it now
line of fishing tackle in the territory
at Gehrlng's
"
at Gehrlng's. "
',
;
Several fishing parties bent1 on getThe Ladies' guild has all kinds of
ting Into Hollinger canyon are' being
planned to go to Harvey's Friday in aprons for sale at reasonable prices.
anticipation of the opening of fishing Leave orders ' with Mrs. William j.
wed-sa- t
'f,i
season next Saturday.
Mills.

40

MEN AND

Anything you want in fishing tackle,
the largest stock in the city, at Geh-'

at rig's

allowed

No fishing or hunting
L. H. Mosimann ranch.

$1,000 in Subscriptiorvs"X
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